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Peer$Zumbansen$

Transnational$Private$Regulatory$Governance:$
Ambiguities$of$Public$Authority$and$Private$Power $
♣

!
Abstract:$ The! continuing! proliferation! of! transnational! private! regulatory! governance!
challenges! conceptions! of! legal! authority,! legitimacy! and! public! regulation! of! economic!
activity.!The!transnational!law!merchant!or,!lex$mercatoria,!is!a!case!in!point!in!this!context,!
as! it! represents! a! laboratory! for! the! exploration! of! “private”! contractual! governance! in! a!
context,!in!which!the!assertion!of!public!or!private!authority!has!itself!become!contentious.!
The! ambiguity! surrounding! many! forms! of! today’s! contractual! governance! in! the!
transnational! arena! echoes! that! of! the! farOreaching! transformation! of! public! regulatory!
governance,! which! has! been! characteristic! of! Western! welfare! states! over! the! last! few!
decades.! What! is! particularly! remarkable,! however,! is! the! way! in! which! the! depictions! of!
“private! instruments”! and! “public! interests”! in! the! postOwelfare! state! regulatory!
environment! have! given! rise! to! a! rise! in! importance! of! social! norms,! selfOregulation! and! a!
general! antiOstate! affect! in! the! assessment! of! judicial! enforcement! or! administration! of!
contractual! arrangements.! The! paper! suggests! the! need! to! shortOcircuit! and! to! read! in!
parallel!the!justifications!offered!for!a!contractual!governance!model,!which!prioritizes!and!
seeks! to! insulate! “private”! arrangements! from! their! embeddedness! in! regulated! market!
contexts,!on!both!the!national!and!transnational!level.$
!
Key$ words:! Lex! mercatoria,! global! governance,! contractual! governance,! social! norms,!
transnational!law,!globalization,!knowledge!society,!legal!pluralism,!political!governance$
!
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A.$Introduction$

This! paper! addresses! the! legitimacy! concerns! around! a! fast! expanding! transnational!
landscape! of! private,! nonOstate! regulatory! actors! and! regimes.! Such! concerns! arise! in!
response!to!the!apparent!absence!of!much!of!the!institutional!and!normative!architecture!
which! have! often! been! associated,! at! least,! with! the! Western! welfare! and! nation! state!
narrative.! These! ‘postOmodern! anxieties’,! as! keen! observers! have! once! noted1,! seem! to!
accompany! and! to! inform! a! considerable! number! of! engagements! with! the! impact! of!
globalization! on! law.! Arguably,! law,! as! discipline,! theory! and! practice! can! today! hardly! be!
imagined!outside!of!the!context!of!globalization.!Central!to!globalization’s!powerful!impact!
on!law!is!its!radical!challenge!to!the!nexus!between!state!and!law,!that!is!to!the!assumption!
that!law!emanates!from!authoritative!institutionalized!processes!grounded!in!a!stateObased!
system! of! normOcreation,! Oimplementation! and! adjudication.! It! is! this! nexus! that! has! come!
under! broad! scrutiny,! a! development! that! finds! expression! in! numerous! iterations! under!
titles! such! as! Law$ and$ Globalization2,! Global$ Legal$ Pluralism3,! or! say,! Transnational! Law.4!
Notwithstanding! their! analytical! and! conceptualizing! function,! such! frameworks! are! often!
called!into!question!for!allegedly!failing!to!provide!definitive!answers!regarding!the!nature,!
1

!Martti!Koskenniemi/Paivo!Leino,!‘Fragmentation!of!International!Law:!PostOmodern!Anxieties’,!(2002)!Leiden$
Journal$of$International$Law!553O579!
2

!Paul!Schiff!Berman,!'From!International!Law!to!Law!and!Globalization',!(2005)!43!Columbia$Journal$of$
Transnational$Law!485O556;!Ulrich!Sieber,!'Rechtliche!Ordnung!in!einer!Globalen!Welt',!(2010)!41!Rechtstheorie!
151O198!
3

!Ralf!Michaels,!'Global!Legal!Pluralism',!(2009)!Duke$Public$Law$&$Legal$Theory$Research$Paper$No.$259!
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1430395;!Paul!Schiff!Berman,!'Global!Legal!Pluralism',!
(2007)!80!Southern$California$Law$Review!1155O1237!
4

!Philip!C.!Jessup,!Transnational$Law$(1956);!Clive!M.!Schmitthoff,!'Nature!and!Evolution!of!the!Transnational!
Law!of!Commercial!Transactions',!in!Norbert!Horn!and!Clive!Schmitthoff!(eds),!The$Transnational$Law$of$
International$Commercial$Transactions$(1982);!Christian!Tietje/Karsten!Nowrot,!Laying$Conceptual$Ghosts$of$the$
Past$to$rest:$The$Rise$of$Philip$C.$Jessup's$'Transnational$Law'$in$the$Regulatory$Governance$of$the$International$
Economic$System,!Essays!in!Transnational!Law!50/2006!
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form!and!scope!of!law!‘in!a!global!context’.!Interestingly,!then,!we!see!the!analytical!interest!
move!away!from!law!itself!and!towards!the!processes!in!which!law!appears!to!be!caught!up.!
The!question!then!becomes!whether!law!should!be!seen!as!a!victim!of!globalization,!which!
itself! is! associated! –! tout! court! –! with! an! allOencompassing! force! that! overwhelms! and!
subdues! nationally! existing! legal! orders.5! Another! labelling! marks! globalization! as! a!
‘transformation!science‘,!through!which!to!study!the!continuing!differentiation!processes!of!
modern!society.6!
!
It! is! in! this! discursive! context,! that! the! phenomenon! of! ‘transnational! private!
regulatory! governance’! [TPRG]! attracts! much! attention.! Part! of! the! reason! for! the! lively!
scholarly! interest! in! these! processes! might! be! found! in! the! way,! that! TPRG! appears! to!
enunciate!and!embody!all!these!transformations!which!are!associated!today!with!the!nation!
state!in!a!globalized!setting.!The!state’s!alleged!retreat,!its!loss!of!regulatory!ability,!reach!
and!implementation!are!frequently!invoked!as!mere!mirror!effects!of!a!widely!encompassing!
privatization! and! autonomization! of! regulatory! regimes,! themselves! defined! by! their!
capacity!to!effectively!promote!nonOstate!rule!creation!as!well!as!adjudication.!!
!
The!proliferation!of!private!normOmaking,!that!is!the!creation!of!legally!binding!rules!
outside! of! the! institutional,! stateObased! systems! of! ruleOsetting,! very! forcefully! further!
accentuates!this!perceived!dilemma!of!the!state.!Seen!against!the!background!of!the!lawMasM
victim! thesis,! the! ubiquitous! forms! of! ‘private! ordering’,! both! inside! and! outside! of! the!
nation!state,!are!regularly!read!as!–!further!–!signs!of!the!erosion!processes,!which!allegedly!
characterize! the! general! fate! of! the! sovereign! state! in! the! global! era! and! are! now! seen! to!
find! a! particularly! striking! illustration! in! the! relativization! of! the! state’s! authority! to!
5

!Consider!the!parallels!between!this!scenario!and!that!drawn!up!by!Carl!Schmitt!with!regard!to!the!state!falling!
victim!to!society,!an!approach!powerfully!taken!up!by!one!of!his!most!gifted!pupils,!Ernst!Forsthoff:!see!
Thomas!Vesting,!'Die!Sprengkraft!des!Heterogenen',!(1995)!81!ARSP!92O101;!and!Ilse!Staff,!'Die!Wahrung!
staatlicher!Ordnung.!Ein!Beitrag!zum!technologischen!Staat!und!seinen!rechten!Propheten!Carl!Schmitt!und!
Ernst!Forsthoff',!(1987)!Leviathan!141O162.!

6

!See!eg!Gunther!Teubner,!'Des!Königs!viele!Leiber:!Die!Selbstdekonstruktion!der!Hierarchie!des!Rechts',!in!
Hauke!Brunkhorst!and!Matthias!Kettner!(eds),!Globalisierung$und$Demokratie$(2000);!Marc!Amstutz,!'Global!
(NonO)Law:!The!Perspective!of!Evolutionary!Jurisprudence',!(2008)!9!German$L.J.!465O476.!
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administer! and! to! control! the! institutions! of! normOcreation.7! However,! from! a! sociological!
perspective,! the! current! interest! of! soOcalled! governance! theories8! in! ‘social! norms’! falls!
squarely! into! the! discipline’s! concerns! with! the! study! of! societal! differentiation! processes.!
Such! accounts! then! play! a! crucial! role! in! informing! legal! scholars’! inquiries! into! the! nature!
and!the!consequences!of!private!norm!creation!processes!for!the!study!of!law!in!general.9!!
!
Compressed! into! a! relatively! small! space! then,! we! can! discern! some! of! the! central!
challenges! to! current! legal! thinking:! under! the! impression! of! an! unquestionably! deepO
running!transformation!of!forms!of!public!and!private!ordering,!lawyers!seek!explanations!
by! contextualizing! these! developments.! What! they! find! are! impressive! accounts! of!
globalization! processes,! which! have! been! prompting! a! considerable! number! of! social!
science! disciplines! to! fundamentally! rethink! their! analytical! categories! and! conceptual!
frameworks.!In!this!context,!legal!scholars!find!that!their!own!accounts!of!the!growing!limits!
of! regulatory! capacity! in! view! of,! say,! border! crossing! environmental! or! security! concerns,!
coalesce! with! observations! made! by! political! scientists,! sociologists,! geographers! or!
anthropologists! regarding! a! fundamental! decentralization! and! privatization! of! normO
creation!and!legalOpolitical!decision!making.!
!
For!law,!to!be!sure,!there!is!much!at!stake,!as!this!multidisciplinary!diagnosis!strongly!
points!to!the!need!for!lawyers!to!rethink!the!proper!foundations,!boundaries!and!–!in!fact!–!
the!nature!of!their!object!itself.!In!other!words,!the!rich!accounts!of!legal!pluralism!and!nonO
7

!For!a!distinctly!skeptical!perspective,!see!Johannes!Köndgen,!'Privatisierung!des!Rechts.!Private$Governance!
zwischen!Deregulierung!und!Rekonstitutionalisierung',!(2006)!206!Archiv$für$die$cilivilistische$Praxis$[AcP]!477O
525.!

8

!See!the!analysis!by!Thomas!Vesting,!'Die!Staatsrechtslehre!und!die!Veränderung!ihres!Gegenstandes:!
Konsequenzen!von!Europäisierung!und!Internationalisierung',!(2003)!63!Veröffentlichungen$der$Vereinigung$der$
Deutschen$Staatsrechtslehrer!41,!and!before!that!already!KarlOHeinz!Ladeur,!Das$Umweltrecht$der$
Wissensgesellschaft$(1995),!and!KarlOHeinz!Ladeur,!'Die!rechtswissenschaftliche!Methodendiskussion!und!die!
Bewältigung!des!gesellschaftlichen!Wandels',!(2000)!64!RabelsZ!60O103.!
9

!See!Louis!Jaffe,!'Law!Making!by!Private!Groups',!(1937)!51!Harvard$Law$Review!201O253,!und!Ferdinand!
Kirchhof,!Private$Rechtsetzung$(1987).!
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state! based! norm! creation,! which! are! central! to! current! depictions! of! the! shift! ‘from!
government!to!governance’!can!be!read!as!strong!signals!that!law!itself!has!an!identity!crisis,!
a!crisis!regarding!its!own!nature!and!function.!What!is!important!to!note,!however,!is!that!
accounts! of! a! coOexistence! of! legal! and! nonOlegal! forms! of! social! regulation,! while!
proliferating! under! the! impression! of! reduced! state! capacity! to! effectively! regulate!
transnational! issues,! have! always! been! part! of! the! central! makeOup! of! legal! theory.! Early!
anthropological!and!legal!theoretical!accounts!of!the!extensive!efficacy!of!‘informal’!orders!
should!have!alerted!lawyers!already!a!long!time!ago!to!the!tension!between!law!and!nonO
law,!which!arguably!lies!at!the!heart!of!any!legal!system.$
!
This!paper!suggests!a!revisiting!of!the!field!of!lex$mercatoria,!that!is!of!the!however!
much!contested!body!of!norms!associated!with!a!transnational!‘law!merchant’.!These!norms!
and!their!surrounding!institutions!and!processes!have!forever!assumed!a!prominent!place!in!
studies!of!‚‘private!ordering‘,!driven!particularly!!by!the!fact!that!the!lex!mercatoria!reaches!
far,!far!back!into!past!centuries!of!economic!globalization!and!is!thus!seen!to!testify!to!both!
reality!and!viability!of!transnational!law!‘beyond!the!state’.10!In!light!of!the!concerns!raised!
by!lawyers!as!regards!the!limits!of!law!and!legal!norm!creation!in!a!context!of!globalization,!
the!pressing!question!being!raised!with!regard!to!the!lex!mercatoria,!appears!to!be!that!of!
the!possibility!of!an!‘autonomous’!legal!order,!that!is!a!of!a!functioning!legal!system,!which!is!
itself!not!grounded!in!the!nation!state’s!institutionalized!norm!creation!processes.11!And!it!is!
against!this!background!of!the!still!contested!consequences!of!globalization!for!law,!that!it!
becomes! clear! how! much! of! the! debate! around! the! lex! mercatoria,! and! around! the!
autonomy!!and!scope!of!this!transnational!law!merchant,!is!illOdirected!and!of!little!analytical!
value.!In!fact,!much!of!the!polemics!that!surround!the!‘legal’!nature!of!the!lex!mercatoria,!its!

10

!See!eg!Ralf!Michaels,!'The!True!New!Lex!Mercatoria:!Law!Beyond!the!State',!(2007)!14!Indiana$Journal$of$
Global$Legal$Studies!447O468,!and,!more!recently,!Emmanuel!Gaillard,!Legal$Theory$of$International$Arbitration$
(2010),!35!ff,!who!emphatically!argues!for!the!existence!of!an!‘autonomous!arbitral!legal!order’.!
11

!For!a!distinction!between!‘traditionalists‘!and!‘transnationalists‘,!see!Klaus!Peter!Berger,!Formalisierte$oder$
'schleichende'$Kodifizierung$des$transnationalen$Wirtschaftsrechts:$zu$den$methodischen$und$praktischen$
Grundlagen$der$lex$mercatoria$(1996),!new,!expanded!edition:!KlausOPeter!Berger,!The$Creeping$Codification$of$
the$New$Lex$Mercatoria.$Second$Edition$(2010).!
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!
‘true’! independence,! autonomy! from! the! nation! state12! ,! seem! to! prevent! us! from! turning!
our! attention! to! something! arguably! much! more! important,! namely! why! we! should! even!
care!so!much!about!all!this.13!
!
What! follows! here,! should! not! be! read! as! a! continuation! of! or! as! yet! another!
contribution!to!what!has!grown!into!a!highly!differentiated!and!detailed!debate!concerning!
the!legal!q!

uality! of! the! lex! mercatoria.14! Instead,! the! task! is! here! to! position! the! lex!

mercatoria! –! once! again15! –! in! the! context! of! a! still! inconclusive! investigation! into! the!
consequences! of! globalization! for! law.16! From! this! perspective,! our! interest! in! the! lex!
mercatoria!is!driven!by!a!more!general!concern!with!the!nature!and!the!politics!of!law!and!
legal! norm! creation! in! the! ‘postOnational’! constellation.17! Thus,! the! much! disputed!
connection! between! the! multidisciplinary! study! of! globalization! and! legal! theory! are!

12

!See!Albrecht!Cordes,!'The!Search!for!a!Medieval!Lex!Mercatoria',!(2003)!5!Oxford$University$Comparative$Law$
Forum!http://ouclf.iuscomp.org/articles/cordes.shtml,!and!HansOJoachim!Mertens,!'Lex$Mercatoria:!A!SelfO
applying!System!Beyond!National!Law?'!in!Gunther!Teubner!(ed)!Global$Law$Without$A$State$(1997).!
13

!But!see!Karsten!Schmidt,!'Lex!mercatoria:!Allheilmittel?!Rätsel?!Chimäre?'!in!Junichi!Murakami,!HansOPeter!
Marutschke!and!Karl!Riesenhuber!(eds),!Globalisierung$und$Recht:$Beiträge$Japans$und$Deutschlands$zu$einer$
internationalen$Rechtsordnung$im$21.$Jahrhundert$(2007);!Nikitas!E.!Hatzimihail,!'The!Many!Lives!O!and!Faces!O!of!
Lex$Mercatoria:!History!as!Genealogy!in!International!Business!Law',!(2008)!71!Law$&$Contemporary$Problems!
169O190.!
14

!See!the!summary!and!discussion!by!Thomas!Schultz,!'Some!Critical!Comments!on!the!Juridicity!of!Lex!
Mercatoria',!(2008)!X!Yearbook$of$Private$International$Law!667O710,!and!the!provocative!study!by!Emmanuel!
Gaillard,!Legal$Theory$of$International$Arbitration$(2010).!

15

!Peer!Zumbansen,!'Piercing!the!Legal!Veil:!Commercial!Arbitration!and!Transnational!Law',!(2002)!8!European$
Law$Journal!400O432!–!reprinted!in:!Orley!C.!Ashenfelter!&!Radha!K.!Iyengar!(Hrsg.),!Economics!of!Commercial!
Arbitration!and!Dispute!Resolution!(Economic!Approaches!to!Law!21,!Richard!A.!Posner!&!Francesco!Parisi!
Series!Editors),!Cheltenham,!UK:!Elgar!2009,!464O496.!
16

!In!this!context,!see!eg!the!work!by!Marc!Amstutz,!'Zwischenwelten.!Zur!Emergenz!einer!interlegalen!
Rechtsmethodik!im!europäischen!Privatrecht',!in!Christian!Joerges!and!Gunther!Teubner!(eds),!
Rechtsverfassungsrecht.$RechtMFertigung$zwischen$Privatrechtsdogmatik$und$Gesellschaftstheorie$(2003);!Marc!
Amstutz,!'The!Letter!of!the!Law:!Legal!Reasoning!in!a!Societal!Perspective',!(2009)!10!German$Law$Journal!361O
382,!and!Marc!Amstutz,!'Métissage.!Zur!Rechtsform!in!der!Weltgesellschaft',!in!Andreas!FischerOLescano,!
Florian!Rödl!and!Christoph!Schmid!(eds),!Europäische$Gesellschaftsverfassung.$Zur$Konstitutionalisierung$sozialer$
Demokratie$in$Europa$(2009).!
17

!Jürgen!Habermas,!Die$postnationale$Konstellation$(1998)!
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meriting! further! attention! (B).18! Part! of! this! inquiry! will! be! to! connect! concerns! within! the!
legal!discourse!with!concurring!investigations!by!other!disciplines!into!the!changed!role!of!
the!state.19!Under!the!impression!of!a!forcefully!emerging!sociological!discourse!around!the!
specific!quality!of!a!world$knowledge$society,!a!particular!task!lies!in!critically!revisiting!some!
of!the!longOstanding!theoretical!categories!and!distinctions!such!as!that!between!public!and!
private,! state! and! society,! national! and! international.20! In! the! context! of! a! knowledge!
society,! distinctions,! demarcations! and! boundaryOsettings! are! the! foremost! instruments! of!
creating! reality! through! meaning.! In! an! argumentative,! discursive! context,! meaning! is!
constructed,! deO! and! reconstructed! and! reconstituted! through! language! and! contestation.!
The!lex!mercatoria!offers!a!welcome!opportunity!in!this!context,!as!a!closer!scrutiny!of!the!
arguments!made!against!it!(including!its!‘legal‘!nature,!its!autonomous!status!etc)!as!well!as!
in!its!defence,!promises!insights!into!the!constitutive!functions!of!such!arguments.!In!other!
words,!an!analysis!of!the!arguments!made!against!and!in!favour!of!the!lex!mercatoria!should!
allow!us!to!better!ascertain!the!constitution!of!the!societal!spheres!of!action!as!well!as!of!
the!legal!spaces!associated!with!and!constituted!by!such!arguments.!
!
Characterizing!the!lex!mercatoria!as!‘private!law’,!then,!has!particular!connotations!
and!consequences!for!its!overall!situation!in!a!legalOregulatory!context.!The!connotations!of!
the!qualification!‘private’!need!to!be!unfolded!in!order!to!better!understand!the!place!and!
function!of!this!body!of!norms!in!a!larger!framework!of!legal!(and,!arguably,!political)!
ordering.!In!particular,!because!a!legal$theory$of$globalization!is!still!outstanding,!it!is!
necessary!to!critically!analyze!and!to!contextualize!those!concepts!that,!for!better!or!for!
worse,!are!relied!upon!in!the!process!of!applying!established!legal!frameworks!within!the!
transnational!realm!(C).!A!concluding!section!of!this!paper!will!sketch!the!outline!of!a!
18

!For!an!analysis!from!the!perspectives!of!criminal!and!public!law,!see!the!observations!by!Ulrich!Sieber,!
'Rechtliche!Ordnung!in!einer!Globalen!Welt',!(2010)!41!Rechtstheorie!151O198.!
19

!Saskia!Sassen,!'Globalization!or!denationalization?'!(2003)!10!Review$of$International$Political$Economy!1O22;!
Sally!Engle!Merry,!'Anthropology,!Law,!and!Transnational!Processes',!(1992)!21!Annual$Review$of$Anthropology!
357O379!
20

!See!KarlOHeinz!Ladeur,!Negative$Freiheitsrechte$und$gesellschaftliche$Selbstorganisation$(2000),!Helmut!Willke,!
Smart$Governance.$Governing$the$Global$Knowledge$Society$(2007),!and!Nico!Stehr,!Knowledge$Societies!(1994).!
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!
sociologically!informed!method!of!legal!thought!under!the!heading!of!‘transnational!legal!
pluralism’.!One!the!one!hand,!such!an!approach,!it!is!hoped,!might!offer!some!insights!into!
the!larger!connotations!of!categories!applied!to!the!lex!mercatoria,!such!as!public/private,!or!
law/nonOlaw.!On!the!other!hand,!transnational!legal!pluralism!might!facilitate!a!better!
understanding!of!the!nature!of!law!in!the!continuously!unfolding!context!of!globalization!
(D).!
!

B.$Law$and$Globalization:$Victim,$Collateral$Damage,$or$Motor?$
It! is! striking! that! the! formula! ‘law! and! globalization’! contains! not! one,! not! two,! but!
altogether! at! least! three! unknowns.! First! off,! it! is! undisputed! that! notwithstanding!
numerous,! often! quite! fruitful! definitions! of! globalization,! the! term! still! operates! as! a!
conundrum,!as!a!term!depicting!an!analytical!and!conceptual!framework,!that!is!grounded!in!
several! disciplines! and! discourses! at! once! and! as! such! resists! a! clear! definition.! And! yet,!
against! the! background! of! the! continuously! growing! literature! around! the! concept,!
emerging!from!a!host!of!different!disciplinary!starting!points!and!perspectives21,!our!interest!
shall! here! be! focused! in! particular! on! law! and! legal! categories.! From! that! perspective,!
however,!a!second!unknown!comes!into!view!in!a!prominent!way,!namely!the!relationship!
between! globalization! and! law.! For! the! law,! the! advent! of! globalization,! arguably,! raises!
questions!of!existential!significance.!In!other!words,!under!the!spectre!of!globalization,!law!
is! faced! with! the! prospect! of! its! own! demise22,! most! definitely! due! to! the! modern!
association!of!law!with!the!state,!a!state!that!in!the!present!era!of!globalization!has!come!
under! great! pressure.! This! association! results! in! the! making! of! an! argument! de! maiore$ ad$

21

!See!the!brilliant!exposition!by!David!Held/Anthony!McGrew!(eds),!The$Global$Transformations$Reader.$An$
Introduction$to$the$Globalization$Debate$(2000),$2nd$ed.!(2003);!another!very!helpful!introduction!is!offered!by!
Manfred!B.!Steger,!Globalization.$A$Very$Short$Introduction$(2003).!

22

!An!impressive!testament!from!the!point!of!view!of!a!stateObased!theory!of!law!is!provided!by!Stephan!Hobe,!
Der$offene$Verfassungsstaat$zwischen$Souveränität$und$Interdependenz.$Eine$Studie$zur$Wandlung$des$deutschen$
Staatsbegriffs$der$deutschsprachigen$Staatslehre$im$Kontext$internationaler$institutionalisierter$Kooperation$
(1998)!
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minus,! whereby! the! perceivably! dramatic! impact! of! globalization! processes! on! the! state! is!
seen!to!directly!predetermine!the!transformation!of!law,!itself!resulting!in!nothing!less!than!
a!farOreaching!weakening,! if! not!implosion!of!law.23!Law,! put!in! relation! to! globalization,!is!
then!portrayed!as!a!unified!body!‘under!attack’,!a!body!of!norms,!institutions!and!processes!
in!need!of!either!being!protected!against!or!adapted!to!the!pressures!of!globalization.!
!
!

Much! suggests,! however,! that! the! formula! holds! a! third,! regularly! neglected!

unknown.! With! view! to! the! longstanding! sociological! insights! into! the! parallel! worlds! of!
legal! and! nonOlegal! forms! of! social! regulation,! of! formal! and! informal! systems! of! ‘legal’!
ordering,!there!are!good!reasons!to!read!the!present!iterations!concerning!the!significance!
of! globalization! processes! as! illustrative! of! a! new! phase! of! legal! evolution.! This! would!
characterize!law!itself!as!an!object!of!investigation!and!scrutiny.24!Such!scrutiny!would!have!
to!rescue!law!from!two!dominant!claims!regarding!law’s!fate!in!an!era!of!globalization.!One!
view!insists!on!emphasizing!and!lamenting!the!alleged!weakness!of!(the!state’s)!regulatory!
law!that!finds!its!most!persuasive!illustration!in!the!triumphant!proliferation!of!private!norm!
setting25! and! suggests! that! law! cannot! escape! death! of! suffocation! in! the! oxygenOfree!
atmosphere!of!globalization.!The!competing!view!presents!a!radicalized!version!of!the!first:!
it!holds!up!an!idealized!image!of!the!nation!state!and!its!legal!order!as!unified,!hierarchical!
and!coherent!–!only!to!suffer!from!the!undermining!and!corrosive!effects!of!globalization.!
From! this! perspective,! globalization! is! depicted! as! a! process! that! emerges! in! (a! particular)!

23

!Udo!Di!Fabio,!Der$Verfassungsstaat$in$der$Weltgesellschaft$(2001);!see!also!Udo!Di!Fabio,!Interview!with!
German!Law!Journal!„The!Present!and!Future!Meaning!of!the!State!and!the!Role!of!the!Federal!Constitutional!
Court”,!2!German!Law!Journal!(2001),!available!at:!
http://www.germanlawjournal.com/index.php?pageID=11&artID=20.!!
24

!See!Gunther!Teubner,!‘The!King’s!Many!Bodies:!The!SelfODeconstruction!of!Law’s!Hierarchy’,!(1997)!31:4!Law$
&$Society$Review,!763O788.!
25

!See!the!evidence!and!analysis!provided!by!David!Weissbrodt/Muria!Kruger,!'Norms!on!the!responsibilities!of!
Transnational!Corporations!and!other!Businesses!enterprises!with!Regard!to!Human!Rights',!(2003)!97!
American$Journal$of$Comparative$Law!901O922;!A.!Claire!Cutler,!Private$Power$and$Global$Authority:$Transnational$
Merchant$Law$in$the$Global$Economy$(2003).!
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time! and! from! outside! the! nation! state! to! destroy! the! stateObased! legal! order.26! Such!
depictions!of!law!‘as!it!lay!dying’!suggest,!above!all,!that!law!would!enjoy!blissful!health!and!
strength!if!only!it!had!been!protected!from!globalization.!What!happened?!
!
The!remainder!of!this!paper!will!seek!to!unfold!the!following!three!working!hypotheses:!!
1. Law!as!an!unknown!must!be!understood!and!reconstructed!in!the!context!
of!globalization.!
2. Law,! as! thought! of! in! conjunction! with! the! nation! state,! must! today! be!
understood! as! law! after! the! welfare! state,! but! not! as! law! without! the!
state.!
3. The! question! regarding! the! future! of! law! in! a! context! of! globalization! is!
one!of!legal!methodology.!
!
As!suggested,!the!lex!mercatoria!–!depicted!by!some!as!‘shining!example’!and!proof!of!the!
existence!of!an!‘autonomous!arbitral!legal!order’27!and!as!‘whipping!boy’!for!legal!theories!
that!cling!to!the!irresolvable!nexus!between!law!and!the!state28!O!shall!offer!an!anchor!point!
for!a!closer!analysis!and!discussion!of!the!three!justOoffered!hypotheses.!!
!

C.$The$treacherously$‘private’$nature$of$autonomous$legal$orders$
!
I.!Lex!mercatoria:!‘Intervention’!versus!‘Autonomy’!
In! the! context! of! international! commercial! arbitration,! references! to! the! lex! mercatoria!
regularly!target!the!rules!and!conflict!resolution!mechanisms!of!border!crossing!commercial!
26

!See!the!discussion!of!this!description!by!Thomas!Vesting,!'Die!Staatsrechtslehre!und!die!Veränderung!ihres!
Gegenstandes:!Konsequenzen!von!Europäisierung!und!Internationalisierung',!(2003)!63!Veröffentlichungen$der$
Vereinigung$der$Deutschen$Staatsrechtslehrer!41.!!
27

!Emmanuel!Gaillard,!Legal$Theory$of$International$Arbitration$(2010)!

28

!Albrecht!Cordes,!'The!Search!for!a!Medieval!Lex!Mercatoria',!(2003)!5!Oxford$University$Comparative$Law$
Forum!http://ouclf.iuscomp.org/articles/cordes.shtml!
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transactions.! A! particular! emphasis! is! placed! hereby! on! the! flexibility,! relevance! and!
discretion! as! the! main! characteristics! of! a! system! of! arbitration! tribunals! that! has! been!
initiated!and!constituted!by!the!commercial!partners!themselves.29!This!classification!hints!at!
a! number! of! significant! differences! between! state! and! nonOstate! based! rules! and! conflict!
resolution! institutions.! The! implied! qualification! of! the! lex! mercatoria! as! autonomous! is!
based,! in! part,! on! the! argument! that! the! contracting! partners! themselves! bring! the!
arbitration!order!into!being30,!and!in!part!on!the!thesis!that!these!parties!are!themselves!the!
authors! of! the! applicable! rules.31! The! underlying,! general! implication,! however,! reaches!
higher:! the! claim! that! the! lex! mercatoria! constitutes! an! autonomous! legal! order! contains!
itself!the!argument!that!there!can!and!should!be!privately!constituted!regulatory!systems,!
independent! from! the! state.32! We! shall! see! that! this! claim,! which! is! altogether! not! very!
different! from! positions! taken! by! legal! pluralists,! is! ultimately! vulnerable! to! ideological!
hijacking!and!instrumentalization.!!
!
From!the!perspective!of!a!politically!progressive!law!&!society!approach,!the!claim!for!
an!autonomous!legal!order!can!be!read!as!a!plea!for!a!more!contextOsensitive!and!ultimately!
‘learning‘! interaction! between! formal! and! informal! normOcreating! processes.! Such! an!
approach!would!not!necessarily!have!to!imply!the!existence!of!a!lawOless!realm!of!societal!
interaction,! but! would! still! remember! the! insights! from! early! institutional! economics! and!
legal!realism,!namely!that!markets!never!exist!‘as!such’,!but!are!legally!constituted!spheres!

29

!Klaus!Peter!Berger,!'The!New!Law!Merchant!and!the!Global!Market!Place.!A!21st!Century!View!of!
Transnational!Commercial!Law',!in!Klaus!Peter!Berger!(ed)!The$Practice$of$Transnational$Law$(2001);!Dieter!
Schmidtchen,!'Lex!mercatoria!und!die!Evolution!des!Rechts',!in!Claus!Ott!and!HansOBernd!Schäfer!(eds),!
Vereinheitlichung$und$Diversität$des$Zivilrechts$in$transnationalen$Räumen$(2002)!
30

!See,!in!particular,!Klaus!Günther,!'Rechtspluralismus!und!universaler!Code!der!Legalität:!Globalisierung!als!
rechtstheoretisches!Problem',!in!Lutz!Wingert!and!Klaus!Günther!(eds),!Die$Öffentlichkeit$der$Vernunft$und$die$
Vernunft$der$Öffentlichkeit.$Festschrift$für$Jürgen$Habermas$(2001).!
31

!Margaret!L.!Moses,!The$Principles$and$Practice$of$International$Commercial$Arbitration$(2008),!1:!“Arbitration!is!
a!private!system!of!adjudication.!Parties!who!arbitrate!have!decided!to!resolve!their!disputes!outside!of!any!
judicial!system.”!
32

!Gunther!Teubner,!'Breaking!Frames:!The!Global!Interplay!of!Legal!and!Social!Systems',!(1997)!45!American$
Journal$of$Comparative$Law!145O169;!see!also!GralfOPeter!Calliess,!'Lex$Mercatoria:$A$Reflexive$Law$Guide$To$An$
Autonomous$Legal$System',!(2001)!available!at:!http://www.germanlawjournal.com/article.php?id=109.!
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of!exercised!power.33!At!the!same!time,!the!assertion!of!an!autonomous!legal!order!in!the!
context! of! embracing! ‘social! norms‘! as! legitimate! expressions! of! private! ordering! and!
conflict!resolution!among!sovereign!market!participants!implies!a!different!understanding!of!
the! relationship! between! public! and! private,! and! between! the! state! and! the! market.! The!
latter! position! is! wrapped! up! in! an! elaborate! and! farOreaching! critique! of! judicial!
‘interventions‘! into! the! allegedly! consensual! and! arguably! private! dealings! among! market!
participants,!a!critique!that!harks!back!to!the!US!Supreme!Court’s!1905!decision!in!Lochner!v!
New!York,!itself!evoking!a!century’s!worth!of!ideological!struggle!over!the!place!of!courts!in!
market! regulation.! In! this! contemporary,! antiOjudicial! discourse,! courts! are! rejected! to! the!
degree! that! they! do! aspire! to! social! engineering,! social! policy! and! law! making.! More!
recently,! courts! are! dismissed! for! their! alleged! lack! of! technical! expertise,! especially! as!
regards! the! intricate! details! of! modernOday! commercial! and! corporate! contracting! usages.!
Hence,! judges! should! best! stick! to! the! application! of! simple! default! rules! and! otherwise!
defer!to!the!private!autonomy!of!the!contracting!parties.34!
!
In!particular,!this!last!position!raises!the!question!as!to!how!we!are!to!think!of!rights!
as!instruments!available!to!market!actors.!Where!should!these!emerge!from!if!not!from!an!
encompassing! legal! order,! which! results! in! contract! and! property! rights! that! regulate!
relations! between! members! of! a! legal! community?! By! contrast,! the! implied! image! of! a!
(Hayekian)! framework! order,! which! holds! on! reserve! a! legal! enforcement! system! for! the!
occasion! that! private! ordering! fails,! continues! to! rest! on! the! assumption! that! rights! can!
emerge! out! of! nowhere.! The! notion! of! the! state! and! the! legal! system! as! emergency!
mechanisms! is! based! on! the! belief,! that! the! legal! system! can! be! invoked! only! where! the!

33

!John!R.!Commons,!Legal$Foundations$of$Capitalism![1924]!(2007);!Robert!L.!Hale,!'Coercion!and!Distribution!in!
a!Supposedly!NonOCoercive!State',!(1923)!38!Political$Science$Quarterly!470O494,!and!Morris!R.!Cohen,!'Property!
and!Sovereignty',!(1927)!13!Cornell$Law$Quarterly!8O30.!
34

!See!eg!Eric!Posner,!Law$and$Social$Norms!(2000),!at!159.!
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marketOinteraction!–!including!the!exercise!of!property!rights!O!defaults.35!Perhaps!suffice!it!
to!recall,!that!the!demarcation!of!rights!is!inseparable!from!the!understanding!of!markets!as!
legally! constituted! spheres! of! societal! interaction.! The! surprising! emergence! of! rights! in! a!
professedly! selfOregulatory! system! described! as! a! natural! and! private! order! is! part! of! an!
argument! that! wants! it! all.! A! quasiOnatural! sphere! of! uninhibited! societal! interaction,!
disturbed!only!in!cases!of!emergency!(of!which!kind,!we!may!ask?)!when!the!judicial!system!
is!called!upon!to!intervene,!remains!a!strangely!impossible!beast.!But,!an!intriguing!and,!as!
implied! by! the! discourse! around! the! autonomous! nature! of! the! lex! mercatoria,! a! highly!
suggestive!one.!!
!
The! distinction! between! law! and! nonOlaw,! which! emerges! in! the! context! of! the! lex!
mercatoria,!thus!appears!as!directly!tied!to!competing!understandings!of!market!order!and!
“intervention“.! But,! as! noted,! the! legal! sociological/legal! pluralist! recognition! of! informal!
legal! orders36! and! of! the! prevalence! of! a! vast! amount! of! binding! commercial! rules! and!
customs37! not! created! by! the! state! renders! the! opposition! between! progressives! and!
conservatives! ambivalent.! While! both! may! emphasize! the! existence! of! norms! ‘outside’! of!
the!state,!they!draw!different!conclusions!from!this!finding!for!their!understanding!of!legal!
systems! as! such,! and! this! makes! even! the! demarcation! between! progressives! and!
conservatives! considerably! more! difficult! than! in! the! context! of! allegedly! clear! ideological!
confrontation.38!
!
!
!

!

35

!For!a!convincing!critique,!see!David!Charny,!‘Illusions!of!a!Spontaneous!Order:!“Norms”!in!Contractual!
Relationships’,!144!U.$Pa.$L.$Rev.!1841!(1996).!
36

!Eugen!Ehrlich,!Grundlegung$der$Soziologie$des$Rechts$(Unveränd.$Nachdruck$der$ersten$Aufl.$1913)$(1929)![engl.:!
1963];!Harry!W.!Arthurs,!Without$the$Law:$Administrative$Justice$and$Legal$Pluralism$in$Nineteenth$Century$
England$(1988)!
37

!An!excellent!summary!is!provided!by!Berger!2010.!

38

!45!U.S.!198!(1905)!–!Lochner$v$State$of$New$York;$for!a!recent!discussion,!see!See!Zumbansen,!Lochner!
Disembedded:!The!Anxieties!of!Law!in!a!Global!Context,!forthcoming$in$INDIANA!JOURNAL!OF!GLOBAL!LEGAL!STUDIES$
(2012),CLPE!RESEARCH!PAPER!40/2012,!available!at:!http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2174017!
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II.!Contract!Redux!
Seen! in! this! light,! then,! our! interest! in! the! lex! mercatoria! directs! us! deep! into! legal!
sociological! accounts! of! ‚‘official‘! and! ‚inOofficial‘! legal! orders39,! while! –! at! the! same! time! –!
leading!us!back!to!legalOpolitical!tensions!that!have!long!characterized!the!evolution!of!law!
within! the! nation! state.! These! tensions! are! associated! with! demarcations! between! public!
and!private!spaces,!between!state!and!society,!politics!and!market.!But,!underneath!these!
demarcations! are! conceptualizations! of! autonomy! and! intervention40,! egotism! and!
altruism41,!distance!and!care42!–!all!of!which!point!to!deeperOrunning!questions!of!legitimate!
social! ordering.! In! other! words,! ordering! paradigms! such! as! public/private! or! state/society!
distinctions! function! as! constituting! frameworks! within! which! questions! of! legitimacy! are!
being!addressed.!
!
This! background! goes! a! long! way! in! explaining! the! obvious! stakes! in! the! debate!
around! the! lex! mercatoria.! The! contestation! of! the! field’s! ‘autonomous’! nature,! the!
authorship!and!quality!of!its!norms!and!its!adjudication!mechanisms!point!to!the!much!more!
contentious!views!regarding!the!competence!and!legitimacy!of!private!actors!to!initiate!and!
institutionalize! a! proper! system! of! legal! regulation.! As! we! have! seen,! the! conceptual!
embrace! of! a! purportedly! autonomous,! transnational! order! may! too! quickly! cut! the! ties!
between! the! unavoidably! recurring! conflicts! over! power,! bargaining! asymmetry! and! third!
party!interests43!and!longOstanding!reflections!on!the!relationship!between!state!and!society!
–!as!representations!of!a!particular,!historical!constellation!of!public/private!ordering.!
39

!See!also!Annelise!Riles,!'A!New!Agenda!for!the!Cultural!Study!of!Law:!Taking!on!the!Technicalities',!(2005)!53!
Buffalo$Law$Review!973.!
40
41

!Moritz!Renner,!Zwingendes$Transnationales$Recht!(2011),!ch.!1!

!Duncan!Kennedy,!‘Form!and!Substance!in!Private!Law!Adjudication’,!89!Harvard$Law$Review!1685!(1976)!

42

!Günter!Frankenberg,!‘Why!Care?!–!The!Trouble!with!Social!Rights’,!17!Cardozo!Law!Review!1365!(1996);!
Jürgen!Habermas,!‘Paradigms!of!Law’,!17!Cardozo$Law$Review!771!(1996)!
43

!This!point!is!emphasized!by!Gunther!Teubner,!‘‘Global!Bukowina’:!Legal!Pluralism!in!the!World!Society’,!in:!G.!
Teubner!ed.,!Law$without$the$State!(1997).!
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This!is!particularly!noticeable!in!the!area!of!contractual!governance,!a!field!of!societal!
interaction! which! is! central! to! the! liberal! paradigm! of! Western! law44! and! which! offers! the!
dominant! ordering! paradigm! for! the! lex! mercatoria.! The! forgetfulness! characterizing! the!
euphoria! of! many! of! those! adhering! to! the! autonomy! theory! of! the! lex! mercatoria45,!
perpetuates! itself! into! their! theories! of! contract! governance.! Allegedly! freed! now! from!
decades! of! judicial! “interventions“! into! contractual! bargains! among! sovereign! private!
actors46,! a! promising! space! of! inhibited! private! ordering! is! opening! up,! far! away! from!
conflicts! over! the! social! context! of! contracting.! But! because! contract! is! so! central! to! the!
liberal! model! of! law,! its! simplified! reception! and! conceptualization! in! the! transnational!
context!has!significant!consequences!for!the!encompassing!understanding!of!law’s!relation!
to! society! as! such.! Rather! than! building! on! the! wealth! of! historical47,! sociological48,!
anthropological49,!economic50!and!‘legalOcritical’!analysis!of!contractual!governance51,!what!
is! received! in! this! reading! of! the! “new”! transnational! order! is! an! oversimplified,! strippedO
down,!mechanical!concept!of!contracting.!This!reductionist!reception!of!contract!theory!is!
guilty!not!just!of!ignoring!the!justOmentioned!theoretical!legacies!but!also!of!bypassing!more!
recent! engagements! with! the! intricate! functions! of! contractual! governance! in! complex!
societal! settings.52! Little,! indeed,! suggests! that! we! should! simply! go! back! to! an! ideal! of! a!
44

!Franz!Wieacker,!Privatrechtsgeschichte$der$Neuzeit$unter$Berücksichtigung$der$deutschen$Entwicklung!(1967);!
Karl!Renner,!The$Institutions$of$Private$Law$and$their$social$functions![1929]!(1949)!
45

!Emmanuel!Gaillard/John!Savage!(eds),!Fouchard$Gaillard$Goldman$On$International$Commercial$Arbitration!
(1999)!
46
47

!Robert!Scott,!‘The!Death!of!Contract!Law’,!54!University$of$Toronto$Law$Journal!369!(2004)!

!Renner,!above!note!43!

48

!Stewart!Macaulay,!'NonOcontractual!Relations!in!Business:!A!Preliminary!Study',!(1963)!28!American$
Sociological$Review!55O67!
49

!John!P.!Esser,!'Institutionalizing!Industry:!The!Changing!Forms!for!Contract',!(1996)!Law$and$Social$Inquiry!
593O629;!Annelise!Riles,!'A!New!Agenda!for!the!Cultural!Study!of!Law:!Taking!on!the!Technicalities',!(2005)!53!
Buffalo$Law$Review!973!
50
51

!Hale,!above!note!32!

!Morris!R.!Cohen,!'The!Basis!of!Contract',!(1932)!46!Harvard$Law$Review!553O592!

52

!Ian!R.!Macneil,!'Relational!Contract:!What!we!do!and!what!we!do!not!know',!(1985)!Wisconsin$Law$Review!
483O525;!John!P.!Esser,!'Institutionalizing!Industry:!The!Changing!Forms!for!Contract',!(1996)!Law$and$Social$
Inquiry!593O629;!David!Campbell,!'Reflexivity!and!Welfarism!in!the!Modern!Law!of!Contract',!(2000)!20!Oxford$
Journal$of$Legal$Studies!477O498;!Roy!Kreitner,!'Frameworks!of!Cooperation:!Competing,!Conflicting,!and!Joined!
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!
‘private! law! society‘,! which! itself! would! be! determined,! above! all,! by! the! free! bargains!
amongst! free! agents.!

53

! Considering! the! historically! evolved! complexity! of! the!

‘embeddedness! of! contract’54,! such! idealizations! of! the! market! as! a! naturally! evolving!
sphere! carry! a! particularly! provocative! scent.! Central! to! the! reductionist! model! of!
contractual! governance! is! the! emphasis! on! governing! contracts,! or! ‘governance$ through$
contract’!as!key!instrument!of!private!ordering!relations55;!the!blind!spot!of!this!bias!is!the!
practice,!within!the!judiciary!and!in!theory,!of!‘governance$of$contracts’.!The!latter!expresses!
itself,! on! the! one! hand,! through! the! legal! embeddedness! of! contracts! in! judicial!
materialization!processes56,!and!through!the!function!of!contract!in!an!embedding!political!
and!societal!economy,!on!the!other.57!The!plea!for!an!autonomous!transnational!legal!order!
thus!seems!part!of!an!exaggerated!demarcation!of!the!transnational!space!from!that!of!the!
nation!state58!and!results!in!a!wholesale!rejection!of!the!learning!experiences!that!have!been!
Interests!in!Contract!and!its!Surroundings',!(2005)!6!Theoretical$Inquiries$in$Law!59O111;!Peer!Zumbansen,!'The!
Law!of!Society:!Governance!Through!Contract',!(2007)!14!Indiana$Journal$of$Global$Legal$Studies!191O233!
[available!at!http://ssrn.com/abstract=988610]!
53

!For!such!a!plea,!see!Franz!Bydlinski,!Das$Privatrecht$im$Rechtssystem$einer$"Privatrechtsgesellschaft"$(1994);!
see!the!critical!response!by!Thomas!Vesting,!'Wiederkehr!der!bürgerlichen!Gesellschaft!und!ihres!Rechts?!Zur!
neueren!Diskussion!über!das!Verhältnis!von!öffentlichem!Recht!und!Privatrecht',!in!Hans!Schlosser!(ed)!
Bürgerliches$Gesetzbuch$1896M1996.$Ringvorlesung$der$Juristischen$Fakultät$Augsburg$(1997).!
54

!Franz!Böhm,!'Privatrechtsgesellschaft!und!Marktwirtschaft',!(1966)!17!ORDO!75O151;!Rudolf!Wiethölter,!
'Privatrecht!als!Gesellschaftstheorie?'!in!Fritz!Baur,!Josef!Esser,!Friedrich!Kübler!and!Ernst!Steindorff!(eds),!
Funktionswandel$der$Privatrechtsinstitutionen.$Festschrift$für$Ludwig$Raiser$zum$70.$Geburtstag$(1974);!for!a!
critique!of!this!position!within!corporate!law,!see!Peer!Zumbansen,!‘Rethinking!the!Firm:!The!Corporation!as!a!
Governance!Object’,!35!Seattle!University!Law!Review!1469!(2012),!available!at:!
http://digitalcommons.law.seattleu.edu/sulr/vol35/iss4/17/.!!
55

!Robert!E.!Scott/George!G.!Triantis,!'Anticipating!Litigation!in!Contract!Design',!(2006)!115!Yale$Law$Journal!
814O879!
56

!See!eg!Gunther!Teubner,!'Ein!Fall!struktureller!Korruption?!Die!Familienbürgschaft!in!der!Kollision!
unverträglicher!Handlungslogiken!(BVerfGE!89,!214ff.)',!(2000)!83!Kritische$Vierteljahresschrift$für$Gesetzgebung$
und$Rechtswissenschaft!388O404;!and,!by!contrast,!Uwe!Diederichsen,!'Die!Selbstbehauptung!des!Privatrechts!
gegenüber!dem!Grundgesetz',!(1997)!Jura!57O64.!
57

!Peer!Zumbansen,!'Introduction:!Private!Ordering!in!a!Globalizing!World:!Still!Searching!for!the!Basis!of!
Contract',!(2007)!14!Indiana$Journal$of$Global$Legal$Studies!181O190!
58

!With!certain!sympathies!for!this!perspective:!Klaus!Peter!Berger,!'The!New!Law!Merchant!and!the!Global!
Market!Place.!A!21st!Century!View!of!Transnational!Commercial!Law',!in!Klaus!Peter!Berger!(ed)!The$Practice$of$
Transnational$Law$(2001).!
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made! over! time! within! the! complex! relationship! between! state! and! society,! public! and!
private,! law! and! nonOlaw.! Another! consequence! of! the! simplification! of! contract! is,! as! we!
have! seen,! an! endorsement! of! an! oversimplified! idea! of! markets,! which! itself! results! in!
problematic! assessments! of! the! nature! and! the! causes! of! ‘crisis’.59! Even! today,! in! the!
sobering!presence!of!unmanageable!private!(and!public)!debt,!brought!about!in!a!frenzy!of!
financial! liberalization! and! credit! taking,! the! skepticism! visOàOvis! the! ‘interventionist’! state!
looms!large60,!and!even!development!discourses!still!appear!to!be!endorsing!a!simple!world!
view! of! contractual! freedom! and! property! rights.61! Such! an! unbroken! belief! in! the! selfO
regulatory! abilities! of! market! actors! forgoes! the! opportunity! of! learning! from! the! criticalO
historical! evidence! regarding! legally! constituted! markets.! In! their! place,! we! find! ‘social!
norms’.62!!
!
But! rather! than! reconnecting! the! proliferation! of! private! ordering! –! which! is!
doubtless!occurring!inside!and!outside!of!the!nation!state!–!with!the!already!available!and!
highly! effective! legalOsociological! and! normative! critique63,! what! is! offered! are! simplified!
renderings! of! transnational! private! ordering.! Lost! are! the! insights! into! the! recurring!
challenges!of!demarcating!between!public!and!private!spaces!of!societal!interaction!and!the!

59

!David!Campbell,!'The!End!of!Posnerian!Law!and!Economics',!(2010)!73!Modern$Law$Review!305O330;!Simon!
Deakin,!'Social!Rights!in!a!Globalized!Economy',!in!Philip!Alston!(ed)!Labour$Rights$as$Human$Rights$(2005);!see!
also!Ludwig!Raiser,!Die$Zukunft$des$Privatrechts$(1971).!
60

!See!already!Friedrich!A.!Hayek,!The$Constitution$of$Liberty$[1960]$(2006),!whose!work!has!returned!to!new!
prominence!in!the!context!of!the!allegedly!passing!financial!and!economic!crisis!of!our!time:!Hayek!is!being!
rediscovered!as!spokesperson!against!the!paternalistic!tendencies!of!the!interventionist!state:!see!Francis!
Fukuyama,!‚BigOGovernment!Skeptic.!The!economist!F.A.!Hayek!believed!that!no!government!could!know!
enough!to!plan!for!society’,!New$York$Times$Book$Review,!May!8,!2011,!at!12.!
61

!Michael!Trebilcock/Jing!Leng,!'The!Role!of!Formal!Contract!Law!and!Enforcement!in!Economic!Development',!
(2006)!92!Virginia$Law$Review!1517O1580;!and!see:!Richard!A.!Posner,!'Creating!a!Legal!Framework!for!Economic!
Development',!(1998)!13!The$World$Bank$Research$Observer!1O11.!
62

!Richard!H.!McAdams,!'The!Origin,!Development,!and!Regulation!of!Norms',!(1997)!96!Michigan$Law$Review!
338O433;!Gillian!K.!Hadfield,!'The!Many!Institutions!that!Support!Contractual!Commitments',!in!Claude!Menard!
and!Mary!Shirley!(eds),!Handbook$of$New$Institutional$Economics$(2005)!
63

!See!the!excellent!analysis!by!Anna!di!Robilant,!'Genealogies!of!Soft!Law',!(2006)!54!Am.$J.$Comp.$L.!499O554,!
as!well!as!the!scathing!critique!of!the!neoliberal!embrace!of!social!norms!by!Daniela!Caruso,!'Private!Law!and!
StateOMaking!in!the!Age!of!Globalization',!(2006)!39!New$York$University$Journal$of$International$Law$&$Politics!1O
74.!
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!
‘stakes’! of! such! demarcations.64! The! overwhelming! challenges! resulting! from! an! emerging!
transnational!legal,!economic!and!political!order65!make!the!need!to!translate!and!to!rethink!
national,!historical!learning!experiences!quite!urgent.!!
!
A!mediating,!bridging!perspective!might!be!forthcoming!through!attempts!at!further!
scrutinizing!the!‘public’!dimensions!of!transnational!private!ordering66,!that!themselves!bear!
important! parallels! with! concurring! efforts! among! public! (international)! lawyers! to! more!
concretely! identify! the! public! nature! of! international! governance.67! Another! promising!
opportunity! might! lie! in! a! distinctly! multiO! and! interdisciplinary! analysis68,! above! all,! of! the!
function!of!evolving!rules,!norms!and!standards!that!have!increasingly!been!taking!the!place!
of! formal! laws69! in! the! context! of! an! irreversible! shift! from! government! to! governance.!
Rather! than! trying! to! reattach! these! evolving! regulatory! forms! to! the! (nation)! state! or! to!
qualify!them!as!examples!of!“private“!ordering!regimes,!a!particular!focus!on!the!different!
functional!forms!and!dynamics!of!transnational!governance!appears!to!more!adequate,!be!
they!public,!private,!hard!or!soft,!official!or!inOofficial.70!

64

!A.!Claire!Cutler,!'Artifice,!Ideology!and!Paradox:!the!Public/Private!Distinction!in!International!Law',!(1997)!4!
Review$of$International$Political$Economy!261O285;!and!ibid,!Private$Power$and$Global$Authority:$Transnational$
Merchant$Law$in$the$Global$Economy!(2003);!see!the!commentary!by!Peer!Zumbansen,!'Sustaining!Paradox!
Boundaries:!Perspectives!on!the!Internal!Affairs!in!Domestic!and!International!Law',!(2004)!15!European$Journal$
of$International$Law!197O211!
65

!See!eg!the!observations!by!Nico!Krisch,!Beyond!Constitutionalism!(2010),!and!Paul!Schiff!Berman,!Global$
Legal$Pluralism!(2012).!
66

!See!Moritz!Renner,!Zwingendes$transnationales$Recht.$Zur$Struktur$der$Wirtschaftsverfassung$jenseits$des$
Staates$(2011).!
67

!See!Armin!von!Bogdandy,!Philipp!Dann!and!Matthias!Goldmann,!‘Developing!the!Publicness!of!Public!
International!Law’,!9!German$Law$Journal!1375!(2008).!
68

!Oliver!E.!Williamson,!The$Mechanisms$of$Governance$(1996);!Elinor!Ostrom,!'Challenges!and!growth:!the!
development!of!the!interdisciplinary!field!of!institutional!analysis',!(2007)!3!Journal$of$Institutional$Economics!
239O264.!
69

!Dieter!Kerwer,!'Rules!that!Many!Use:!Standards!and!Global!Regulation',!(2005b)!18!Governance:$An$
International$Journal$of$Policy,$Administration,$and$Institutions!611O632!
70

!See!Colin!Scott,!'Regulatory!Governance!and!the!Challenge!of!Constitutionalism',!(2010)!EUI$Working$Papers.$
Robert$Schuman$Centre$for$Advanced$Studies,$Private$Regulation$SeriesM02!http://ucdO
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!
III.!Lex!mercatoria:!Contexts!II!–!Knowledge!in!World!Society!and!the!Shift!from!normative!to!
cognitive!expectations!
The!foregoing!observations!suggest!that!the!competing!views!regarding!the!nature!of!the!
lex! mercatoria! are! but! standOins! or! echoes! of! much! deeperOrunning! concerns! with! the!
fundamental! transformation! of! legal! regulation! today.! The! contentions! regarding! the! lex!
mercatoria’s!autonomy!as!well!as!the!legal!nature!of!its!norms!then!illustrate!the!pressure!of!
legal!semantics,!doctrine!and!terminology!to!keep!pace!with!societal!evolution,!with!the!fact!
of!continuing!societal!differentiation!and!the!increasingly!fragmented!regulatory!texture!in!
relation!to!social!differences!and!conflicts.!This!suggests,!then,!that!questions!such!as!those!
pertaining! to! the! legal! versus! nonOlegal! nature! of! norms,! which! govern! transnational!
commercial! relations! –! which! are! central! to! the! lex! mercatoria! discourse! –! are! pointers! to!
the! more! pressing! need! to! rethink! the! relationship! between! law! and! society.! From! this!
perspective,!it!becomes!a!necessity!for!legal!scholars!to!consider!theories!of!society!when!
making!statements!about!the!quality!and!function!of!legal!norms.!
!
Such! questions,! however,! are! not! in! any! way! new! to! law! and! legal! scholars.! Over!
time,! the! need! to! adapt! the! law,! its! theory,! doctrine! and! instruments! to! a! however!
interpreted,!everOchanging!context,!in!which!the!depictions!of!the!role!of!the!state!shifted!
between! ruler! and! protector,! mediator! and! facilitator,! was! widely! acknowledged,! even! if!
with! significantly! different! ideological! underpinnings.71! The! continuing! evolution! of! legal!
theory,! then,! underscores! the! importance! of! taking! into! consideration! the! lessons! of! the!
nationOstate!for!an!emerging!transnational!legal!theory,!given!that!the!nation!state!provided!
–! in! the! West! –! the! institutional,! but! also! the! discursive! context! in! which! law’s! role! was!
negotiated,! contested! and! continually! reOdefined.! The! content! and! reach! of! such! lessons,!
however,! depends! on! the! degree! to! which! it! is! possible! to! simultaneously! reflect! on! the!
ie.academia.edu/documents/0093/9406/RSCAS_2010_07.pdf;!Peer!Zumbansen,!'Governance:!An!
Interdisciplinary!Perspective',!in!David!LeviOFaur!(ed)!Oxford$Handbook$on$Governance$(2012).!
71

!Peer!Zumbansen,!'Law!After!the!Welfare!State:!Formalism,!Functionalism!and!the!Ironic!Turn!of!Reflexive!
Law',!(2008)!56!American$Journal$of$Comparative$Law!769O805!
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!
underlying! theory! of! society.! The! difference! between! a! state/society! model,! on! the! one!
hand,!and!that!of!a!functionally!differentiated!(world)!society,!which!replaces!the!hierarchy!
between!the!state!and!society!with!the!coevolving!presence!of!different!rationality!systems!
(such! as! the! economy,! politics,! religion,! art,! or! law)! is! significant! as! it! helps! us! to! better!
understand!how!much!of!the!current!legal!language!is!shaped!by!the!former!theory,!while!
the!changes!in!governance,!so!often!exclusively!associated!with!the!advent!of!globalization,!
are!mostly!explained!against!the!background!of!the!characteristics!of!the!latter!theory.!To!
adequately!understand!the!present!state!of!legal!theorizing!of!transnational!governance,!it!
might!be!helpful,!then,!to!consider!both!the!persistence!of!the!former!and!the!promise!of!
the!latter!theoretical!model!of!society.!
!
Against! this! background,! the! assumption! of! a! functionally! differentiated! world!
society!appears!less!threatening!to!the!longOheld!views!of!law’s!relation!to!the!state.!At!the!
same! time,! to! theorize! the! role! of! law! in! world! society! implies! quite! a! radical! shift! in!
perspective.! To! the! degree! that! law! is! now! seen! as! one! among! other! societal! forms! of!
communication,!its!alleged!hierarchical!and!ordering!function!appears!in!a!new!light.72!While!
in!the!context!of!the!nation!state!and!its!associated!legal!systems,!law!was!charged!with!the!
tasks!of!stabilizing!expectations!and!meeting!normative!needs73,!its!role!in!a!differentiated!
world! society! appears! to! both! undermine! and! expand! this! ‚legal! mindset’! in! a! radical!
manner.! Central! to! this! shift! is! a! reorientation! of! the! function! foremost! ascribed! to! law:!
rather! than! stabilizing! normative! expectations,! the! law! is! now! seen! as! having! to! stabilize!
cognitive! expectations.! In! other! words,! law! becomes! a! broker,! mediator,! translator! of!
competing,!intersecting!knowledge!bodies.!One!consequence!of!this!reorientation!is!its!turn!
to! an! openness! of! goals,! as! law’s! primary! function! is! no! longer! defined! as! one! of! bringing!
about! desired! (normative)! results,! but! to! open! up,! to! facilitate! and! to! institutionalize! and!
72

!Helmut!Willke,!Smart$Governance.$Governing$the$Global$Knowledge$Society$(2007)!

73

!Zumbansen,!supra,!note!71!
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consolidate! learning! opportunities.74! Seen! through! this! lens,! the! primary! task! for! law! is! to!
reflexively! facilitate! the! mediation! of! and! between! possibly! very! diverse! and! complex!
societal!rationalities,!without!being!able,!in!that!process,!to!rely!on!previously!established,!
hierarchically!structured!ordering!patterns.75!
!
It! is! difficult! to! overstate! the! methodological! consequences! of! this! shift! of!
perspective,! from! which! law! is! seen! to! assume! a! fundamentally! different! role! than! that,!
which! we! would! ascribed! to! it! on! the! basis! of! both! a! positivist,! Kelsenian,! or! a! normative,!
Fullerian! or! Dworkinian,! model.! If! law’s! function! were! adequately! described! as! one! of!
mediating,! translating,! and! brokering! competing! and! conflicting! societal! rationalities! and!
meanings,! the! question! regarding! law’s! proper! core! would! become! urgent.! This! concern!
with!an!allegedly!fundamental!and!inherent!normative!orientation!of!law!becomes!the!more!
pressing!the!more!law!is!placed!on!the!same!level!as!other!forms!of!societal!communication!
–!as!a!systems!theory!approach!would!suggest.!A!brief!return!to!the!Lochner!decision!may!
illustrate! this! point.76! Lochner’s! legacy! is! deeply! embedded! in! the! particular! discursive!
trajectory! that! marked! or,! marks,! the! conflict! between! progressive! and! conservative,! left!
and!right!positions!visOàOvis!market!governance.!The!cornerstones!of!such!conflicts!are!easily!
identified!within!the!nation!state’s!history!of!constitutional!rights,!materialization!of!private!
law,! pros! and! cons! of! welfarism! and! the! eternal! anxiety! of! how! best! to! promote! societal!
74

!Niklas!Luhmann,!'Die!Weltgesellschaft',!(1970)!57!Archiv$für$RechtsM$und$Sozialphilosophie!1,!reprinted!in!
Luhmann,!Soziologische$Aufklärung$2,!2nd!ed.,!Opladen,!51O71,!at!55:!„Kognitives!Erwarten!sucht!sich!selbst,!
normatives!Erwarten!sucht!sein!Objekt!zu!ändern.!Lernen!oder!Nichtlernen!–!das!ist!der!Unterschied.“!
75

!KarlOHeinz!Ladeur,!'Die!rechtswissenschaftliche!Methodendiskussion!und!die!Bewältigung!des!
gesellschaftlichen!Wandels',!(2000)!64!RabelsZ!60O103;!ibid.,!'Constitutionalism!and!the!State!of!the!‘Society!of!
Networks’:!The!Design!of!a!New!‘Control!Project’!for!a!Fragmented!Legal!System',!(2011)!2:4!Transnational$Legal$
Theory,!463O476.!See!also!Luhmann,!‘Weltgesellschaft’,!57:!“Offensichtlich!ist!mit!Hilfe!der!normativen!
Mechanismen,!vor!allem!des!Rechts,!auf!der!Ebene!politisch!konstituierter!Regionalgesellschaften!eine!
evolutionär!unwahrscheinliche!Hochleistung!stabilisiert!und!damit!erwartbar!gemacht!worden!–!nämlich!die!
verlässliche!Motivation!zu!nahezu!beliebig!spezialisierbarem!Handeln.![...]!Es!könnte!sein,!daß!diese!
eigentümliche!Kombination!von!Recht!und!Politik!gerade!in!ihrer!besonderen!Leistungsfähigkeit!eine!
Fehlspezialisierung!der!Menschheitsentwicklung!war,!die!sich,!vorläufig!jedenfalls,!nicht!auf!das!System!der!
Weltgesellschaft!übertragen!lässt.“!
76

!See!Zumbansen,!Lochner!Disembedded:!The!Anxieties!of!Law!in!a!Global!Context,!forthcoming$in$INDIANA!
JOURNAL!OF!GLOBAL!LEGAL!STUDIES$(2012),CLPE!RESEARCH!PAPER!40/2012,!available!at:!
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2174017!!
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freedom.! And,! while! no! one! would! claim! that! all! was! ever! good! in! the! nation! state,! the!
proliferation! of! private! governance! regimes! presents! us! with! a! formidable! challenge! to!
identify! a! global! or,! transnational! framework! within! which! the! conflicts! associated! with!
Lochner!would!be!debatable.!The!emergence!of!a!vast!transnational!regulatory!landscape,!
the!absence!of!a!world!constitutional!framework!(let!alone,!text)!and!the!volatile,!contextO
specific! public! participation! opportunities,! which! give! only! a! meager! echo! of! democratic!
processes,!point!to!the!degree!to!which!Lochner!has!become!disembedded.!
!

D.$The$Politics$of$Legal$Theory$and$Transnational$Legal$Pluralism$
!
I.!Normative!Conflicts!in!World!Society!
In!light!of!the!foregoing,!it!would!appear!that!there!are!significant!obstacles!for!a!political,!
“critical“! engagement! with! the! ideological! underpinnings! of! the! purportedly! marketO
oriented! thinking! that! still! characterizes! much! of! today’s! discourse! around! transnational!
economic! governance.! Not! only! are! many! of! the! avenues! of! political! will! formation! and!
contestation! which! have! developed! in! the! state’s! constitutional! system! unavailable! in! the!
context! of! transnational! regulatory! regimes77,! but! the! interest! constellations! of! ‘affected’!
parties!and!stakeholders!in!many!of!the!instances!alluded!to!before!are!of!such!complexity!
that!traditional!political!discourse!does!not!seem!adequately!equipped!to!give!consequential!
voice!to!this!diversity.!
!
This! is! so! despite! the! fact! that! the! dramatic! dimensions! and! repercussions! of! a!
crudely!conceived!(and,!embraced)!theory!of!market!freedoms!and!private!governance!have!

77

!For!a!fine!analysis!of!the!transnational!realm,!see!Daniela!Caruso,!'Private!Law!and!StateOMaking!in!the!Age!of!
Globalization',!(2006)!39!New$York$University$Journal$of$International$Law$&$Politics!1O74.!
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become!so!obvious78,!which!would!suggest!that!the!concerns!associated!with!Lochner!can!
still!be!formulated!and!tabled!today!–!as!back!when.!!This!seems!to!be!the!case!even!more!
so,!because!a!scrutiny!of!the!origins!of!the!current!crisis!makes!it!so!abundantly!clear,!that!
the!litany!of!the!wideOspread!‘retreat!of!the!market’!and!of!‘deregulation’!serves!more!as!an!
ideological! foil! than! to! capture! the! in! reality! very! extensive! forms! of! market! regulation,!
which!constituted!the!context!out!of!which!the!crisis!erupted.79!
!
Against! this! background,! then,! I! want! to! argue,! that! there! is! a! merit! in! drawing! on!
learning! experiences! with! legalOpolitical! critique! and! legal! sociological! insights! from! within!
the!nation!state!as!we!ascertain!the!opportunities!for!a!political!critique!of!the!fragmented,!
transnational! regulatory! governance! landscape.! In! particular,! the! insights! from! ‘postO
interventionist’,!‘postOregulatory’!law80!as!these!theoretical!approaches!evolved!in!response!
to! the! transformation! of! the! Western! welfare! state81! during! the! last! decades! of! the!
twentieth!century,!relate!to!the!far!reaching!proliferation!of!alternative!and!hybrid!forms!of!
regulation.!These!transformations!have!left!deep!imprints!in!law!in!general,!but!particularly!
in!the!taught!and!practiced!discipline!of!administrative!law.82!At!the!same!time,!private!law!
78

!Robert!B.!Reich,!Supercapitalism.$The$Transformation$of$Business,$Democracy,$and$Everyday$Life$(2007);!Sol!
Picciotto,!'Constitutionalizing!Multilevel!Governance?'!(2008)!6!International$Journal$of$Constitutional$Law!457O
479!
79

!See!eg!Simon!Johnson!&!James!Kwak,!13$Bankers.$The$Wall$Street$Takeover$and$the$Next$Financial$Meltdown!
(2010).!
80

!Gunther!Teubner,!Regulatory!Law:!Chronicle!of!a!Death!Foretold,!(1992)!1!Social!&!Legal!Studies!451O475!
(orig.:!Gunther!Teubner,!'Regulatorisches!Recht:!Chonik!eines!angekündigten!Todes',!(1992)!ARSP$Beiheft$54!
140O161);!hereto,!see!Peer!Zumbansen,!'PostOregulatorisches!Recht:!Chronik!einer!angekündigten!Karriere',!in!
GralfOPeter!Calliess,!Andreas!FischerOLescano,!Dan!Wielsch!and!Peer!Zumbansen!(eds),!Soziologische$
Jurisprudenz.$Festschrift$für$Gunther$Teubner$zum$65.$Geburtstag$(2009),!English!version:!PostOregulatory!Law:!
Chronicle!of!a!Career!Foretold,!Faculty!Seminar!Presentation,!McGill!University,!Faculty!of!Law,!18!February!
2009,!available!at:!http://www.mcgill.ca/files/legalOtheoryOworkshop/PZumbansen_PostORegulatoryOLaw.pdf!!
81

!Gunther!Teubner,!'Autopoiesis!in!Law!and!Society:!A!Rejoinder!to!Blankenburg',!(1984)!18!Law$&$Society$
Review!291O301!
82

!See!eg!Matthias!SchmidtOPreuss,!'Verwaltung!und!Verwaltungsrecht!zwischen!gesellschaftlicher!
Selbstregulierung!und!staatlicher!Steuerung',!(1996)!56!Veröffentlichungen$der$Vereinigung$der$Deutschen$
Staatsrechtslehrer!160O234;!Alfred!C.!Aman!Jr.,!'Administrative!Law!for!a!New!Century',!in!Michael!Taggart!(ed)!
The$Province$of$Administrative$Law$(1997);!Thomas!Vesting,!'Zwischen!Gewährleistungsstaat!und!Minimalstaat:!
Zu!den!veränderten!Bedingungen!der!Bewältigung!öffentlicher!Aufgaben!in!der!'InformationsO!oder!
Wissensgesellschaft'',!in!Wolfgang!HoffmannORiem!and!Eberhard!SchmidtOAssmann!(eds),!Verwaltungsrecht$in$
der$Informationsgesellschaft$(2000)!
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scholars!have!been!very!prolific!in!tracing!and!further!theorizing!the!shifts!between!public!
and!private!governance!forms,!which!have!greatly!increased!over!the!past!decades.83!
!
This! constellation,! arguably,! offers! considerable! opportunities! also! for! a! criticalO
political! engagement,! which! at! first! sight! seemed! elusive! from! the! perspective! of! a!
sociological!world!society!account.84!In!the!larger!context!of!the!field!that!has!been!selected!
in!this!paper!–!lex!mercatoria!–!such!opportunities!for!contestation!have!been!identified!and!
taken! up! for! some! time! now! in! the! context! of! international! economic! law.! Prominent! and!
lively!fields!of!engagement!include!bilateral!investment!treaties85,!financial!regulation86!and!
corporate! law87,! in! ‘law! and! development’88! as! well! as! the! growing! intensification! in!
transnational! human! rights! litigation! in! the! context,! for! example,! of! mining! operations! in!
Latin!America!or!North!Africa.89!These!efforts!are!of!particular!importance!in!our!context,!as!
83

!Rudolf!Wiethölter,!'Die!Wirtschaftspraxis!als!Rechtsquelle',!in!Paul!Bockelmann!(ed)!Das$Rechtswesen$M$Lenker$
oder$Spiegel$der$Gesellschaft?$(1971);!Rudolf!Wiethölter,!'RechtOFertigungen!eines!GesellschaftsORechts',!in!
Christian!Joerges!and!Gunther!Teubner!(eds),!Rechtsverfassungsrecht.$RechtMFertigung$zwischen$
Privatrechtsdogmatik$und$Gesellschaftstheorie$(2003)!
84

!See!Marc!Amstutz,!Ibi!Societas,!Ibi!Ius:!The!Conundrum!of!the!Concept!of!World!Law.!Comments!on!Calliess!
&!Zumbansen,!Rough!Consensus!and!Running!Code:!A!Theory!of!Transnational!Private!Law!(Hart:!2010,!
paperback!2012),!manuscript!for!Rough!Consensus!and!Running!Code!Workshop,!European!University!
Institute,!Florence,!13!May!2011,!p.!7.!
85

!M!Sornarajah,!'Power!and!Justice:Third!World!Resistance!in!International!Law',!(2006)!10!Singapore$Yearbook$
of$International$Law!19O57;!Gus!Van!Harten/Martin!Loughlin,!'Investment!Treaty!Arbitration!as!a!Species!of!
Global!Administrative!Law',!(1006)!17!European$Journal$of$International$Law!121O150!
86

!See!eg!the!description!of!transnational!financial!regulation!by!Julia!Black/David!Rouch,!'The!development!of!
global!markets!as!ruleOmakers:!engagement!and!legitimacy',!(2008)!Law$and$Financial$Markets$Review!218O233.!
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!See!eg!Larry!Catá!Backer,!'The!OECD!Guidelines!for!Multinational!Corporations:!Using!Soft!Law!to!
Operationalize!a!Transnational!System!of!Corporate!Governance',!(2009)!Law$at$the$End$of$the$Day$(Blog)!
http://lcbackerblog.blogspot.com/2009/03/oecdOguidelinesOforOmultinational.html,!and!Gregory!Shaffer,!'On!
Terence!C.!Halliday!and!Bruce!G.!Carruthers,!Bankrupt:!Global!Lawmaking!and!Systemic!Financial!Crisis.!
Stanford,!Stanford!University!Press,!2010!Panel!at!the!SASE!2010!Annual!Meeting,!Philadelphia,!USA',!(2011)!
SocioMEconomic$Review!1O24.!
88

!Kerry!Rittich,!'Functionalism!and!Formalism:!Their!latest!Incarnations!in!Contemporary!Development!and!
Governance!Debates',!(2005)!55!University$of$Toronto$Law$Journal!853O868,!and!Sundhya!Pahuja,!Decolonising$
International$Law!(2011)!
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!See!eg!César!RodríguezOGaravito,!‘Ethnicity.gov.!Global!Governance,!Indigenous!Peoples,!and!the!Right!to!
Prior!Consultation!in!Social!Minefields,!(2011)!18:1!Indiana$Journal$of$Global$Legal$Studies,!263.!
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they!testify!to!both!inroads!and!challenges!in!connecting!discourses!with!a!focus!on!nationO
state!based!changes!in!regulatory!governance!with!those!which!at!first!sight!appear!to!be!of!
a!distinctly,!if!not!exclusively!global!and!transnational!nature.!
!
To! be! sure,! “international”! economic! law! is! deeply! impregnated! by! the! socioO
economic!imagination!of!market!governance!and!as!such!sits!only!uneasily!with!regard!to!a!
confinement!to!territorial!boundaries!or!‘levels’!of!governance.!To!the!degree,!however!that!
governance! challenges! are! identified! as! emerging! on! either! a! national! or! a! transnational,!
global!level,!the!relevance!of!the!alludedOto!approximation!of!‘national’!and!‘transnational’!
governance!discourses!lies!in!making!visible!the!parallels!between!the!involved!and!affected!
interests,!essentially!that!which!is!at$stake!–!here!and!there.!This!placing!of!‘what!is!at!stake’!
in!the!center!of!such!a!parallel!reading!of!national!and!transnational!governance!discourses!
is,! of! course,! outrageously! ambitious,! if! not! illOdirected! in! the! first! place.! Because,! what!
would! the! anchor! or! reference! point! be! for! the! related! assertion! of! those! interests! that!
testify!to!what!is!at!stake?!
!
In! light! of! the! complexity! of! the! sociological! account! rendered! by! systems! theory,!
with! which! this! author! has! certain! sympathies90,! the! straightOforward! identification! of! a!
normative!goal!as!being!pervasive!in!an!encompassing!social!context!is!not!an!option.!This!
suggests!why!attempts!to!identify!universally!shared!value!systems!in!the!national!as!well!as!
the! global! context! must! likely! remain! elusive.! Interestingly,! this! –! perhaps! sobering! –!
discovery! has! been! one! of! the! defining! characteristics! of! the! currently! thriving! discourse!
under! the! heading! of! ‘global! constitutionalism’.91! The! respective! debates! testify! to! the!
90

!Peer!Zumbansen,!‘Review!of!Niklas!Luhmann,!Law!as!a!Social!System’!(2004),!(2006)!15:3!Social$&$Legal$
Studies,!453!
91

!See!Mattias!Kumm,!'The!Legitimacy!of!International!Law:!A!Constitutionalist!Framework!of!Analysis',!(2004)!
15!Eur.$J.$Int'l$L.!907O931;!Antje!Wiener,!'Contested!Meanings!of!Norms:!A!Research!Framework',!(2007)!5!
Comparative$European$Politics!1O17;!Antje!Wiener,!‘Global!Constitutionalism:!Mapping!an!Emerging!Field’!(2011),!
Paper!prepared!for!the!Conference!Constitutionalism$in$a$New$Key?$Cosmopolitan,$Pluralist$and$Public$ReasonM
Oriented,!Berlin,!Wissenschaftszentrum$and!Humboldt!University,!28O29!January!2011,!available!at!
http://cosmopolis.wzb.eu/content/program/conkey_Wiener_MappingOField.pdf;!Anne!Peters,!'The!Merits!of!
Global!Constitutionalism',!(2009)!16!Indiana$Journal$of$Global$Legal$Studies!397O411.!
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!
promising! opportunities! for! a! legalOpolitical! critique! of! governance! changes! that! lie! in! a!
parallel! reading! of! national! and! transnational! constitutional! experiences.! Precisely! the!
different!sides!taken!within!the!global!constitutionalism!discourse!–!between!those!who!are!
enthusiastic! about! the! emergence! of! a! global! constitutionalist! framework! and! those! who!
remain! skeptical92! –! illustrate! what! are! in! fact! rather! ‘close! ties’! between! national! and!
transnational,!global!constitutional!discourses.!Rather!than!aiming!for!an!ascertainment!of!
universally!shared!normative!positions,!let!alone!overriding!global!constitutional!principles,!a!
project!of!global!constitutionalism!appears!to!be!more!promising!to!the!degree!that!it!is!able!
to!direct!its!investigative!energy!deep!into!particular!conflicts!and!contestation!sites,!while!
remaining!skeptical!visOàOvis!formulating!any!programmatic!normative!aspirations.93!
!
Harking! back! to! the! justOmade! reference! to! the! number! of! areas! in! international!
economic! law,! we! are! able! to! witness! a! significant! level! of! wideOranging! attempts! of!
initiating!and!consolidating!processes!of!political!and!legal!advocacy,!all!of!whom!seem!to!be!
characterized!above!all!by!a!focus!on!process,!facilitation$of$discourse$and$contestation,!but$
not!on!a!however!narrowly!defined!set!of!principles!or!values.94!These!examples!testify!to!a!
significant!opening!up!of!opportunities!for!legalOpolitical!critique.!
!
Compared! to! some! of! the! just! mentioned! examples,! the! case! of! the! lex! mercatoria!
might!not!appear!on!its!face!as!among!the!most!obvious!instances!of!legalOpolitical!critique.!
And,!yet,!a!closer!scrutiny!of!the!debate!around!this!field!is!clearly!warranted!in!light!of!at!
least! two! considerations:! one! is! that! the! lex! mercatoria! remains! an! arena! that! has! seen!
conflicts! between! some! the! furthestOreaching! theoretical! and! normative! assertions! as!
92

!See!the!contributions!to!Petra!Dobner!&!Martin!Loughlin!(eds.),!The$Twilight$of$Constitutionalism?!(2010).!
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! See! eg! Nico! Krisch,! Beyond$ Constitutionalism! (2010);! Zumbansen,! ‘Comparative,! global! and! transnational!
constitutionalism:!The!emergence!of!a!transnational!legalOpluralist!order’,!(2012)!1:1!Global$Constitutionalism,!16O
52;!Gunther!Teubner,!Verfassungsfragmente.$Gesellschaftlicher$Konstitutionalismus$in$der$Globalisierung!(2012).!
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!See!RodríguezOGaravito,!above!note!89;!see!also!Boaventura!de!Sousa!Santos,!‘Beyond!Abyssal!Thinking’,!
(2007)!Eurozine,!available!at:!http://www.eurozine.com/articles/2007O06O29OsantosOen.html.!!
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regards!the!scope!and!nature!of!the!institutions!and!processes!which!constitute!this!field.95!
The! second! consideration! concerns! the! wide! scope! of! transnational! economic! governance!
constellations! which! in! fact! are! captured! under! the! lens! of! the! lex! mercatoria,! not! least!
testified!to!by!the!staggering!increase!in!cases!brought!before!this!system’s!quintessential!
institutional! forum,! the! International! Chamber! of! Commerce! in! Paris.96! The! field! is! further!
deserving! of! our! attention! because! of! the! way! in! which! disputes! over! the! system’s! merits!
have!largely!led!to!a!primacy!of!a!weighing!of!advantages!(efficiency,!discretion,!costs)!over!
an! inquiry! into! the! legal! nature! of! the! norms! that! are! being! invoked! before! transnational!
commercial!arbitration!tribunals.!The!impressive!reality!of!this!functioning!of!the!system!of!
the!lex!mercatoria!feeds!the!enthusiasm!of!those!who!have!long!been!arguing!not!only!in!
support!of!the!merits,!but!also!of!the!purported!autonomy!of!the!lex!mercatoria.97!
!
One! way,! then,! to! effectively! undermine! this! harmony! would! be! to! approximate!
study!these!contexts!in!more!comparison!in!which!the!respective!justification!arguments!are!
being! made.! In! that! vein,! the! task! would! consist! in! searching! for! parallels! between! the!
particular! regulatory! and! transactional! context,! in! which! this! turn! to! ‘private! justice’! is!
occurring98! on! the! one! hand,! and! the! calls! for! a! deOjudicialization! of! economic! conflict!
resolution!as!they!can!be!recorded!within!national!debates!about!the!roles!of!court99,!about!
the! political! ambiguities! of! access! to! justice! guarantees100! and! of! the! state! in! economic!
governance,!on!the!other.!As!alluded!to!at!the!beginning!of!the!paper,!such!a!comparison!
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!For!a!fitting!capture,!see!Alec!Stone!Sweet,!‘The!new!Lex!Mercatoria!and!transnational!governance’,!(2006)!
13:5!Journal$of$European$Public$Policy,!627O646,!at!637:!“The!rise!of!the!new!Lex!Mercatoria!raises!deep!
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!See!Emmanuel!Gaillard,!Legal$Theory$of$International$Arbitration$(2010);!KlausOPeter!Berger,!The$Creeping$
Codification$of$the$New$Lex$Mercatoria.$Second$Edition$(2010)!
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!P.H.!Lindblom,!'The!Privatization!of!Justice:!Some!Aspects!of!Recent!Developments!in!American!and!Swedish!
Procedural!Law',!(1992)!39!Netherlands$International$Law$Review!199O214.!
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!See!eg!Wolfgang!HoffmannORiem,!Modernisierung$von$Recht$und$Justiz.$Eine$Herausforderung$des$
Gewährleistungsstaates$(2001).!
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!See!Héctor!FixOFierro,!Courts,$Justice$and$Efficiency:$A$SocioMLegal$Study$of$Economic$Rationality$in$
Adjudication$(2004).!
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!
between! national! and! global! discourses! will! likely! show! considerable! parallels! between! an!
allegedly! global,! postOnational! context! in! which! ‘autonomous’! commercial! parties! take!
refuge! to! a! comparably! more! “efficient“,! issue! oriented! and! discrete! dispute! resolution!
system!on!the!one!hand!and!a!national!one,!in!which!the!complex!economic!nature!of!the!
commercial! transaction! before! a! court! is! being! used! as! a! justification! to! delegitimize!
undesired!judicial!“interventions”,!on!the!other.!
!
The! resulting! task! at! this! point! is! to! bring! together! the! observations! regarding! the!
contestation!sites!in!international!economic!law,!the!contribution!of!global!constitutionalism!
and!the!critique!of!the!hermeneutic!justification!strategies!in!the!lex!mercatoria!on!both!the!
national! and! the! global! level.! ! What! emerges! through! a! reading! together! of! these! three!
discourses! is! a! confirmation! that! we! are! faced! with! a! fundamental! disembeddedness! of!
law’s!institutional!and!instrumental!response!mechanisms!relation!to!social!‘problems‘!of!a!
nature!commonly!associated!with!case!law!in!the!vein!of!Lochner.!In!fact,!all!three!discourses!
give!ample!testimony!to!the!precarious!nature!of!law!and!legal!regulation!visOàOvis!(world)!
societal! regulatory! challenges.! The! question! then! becomes! how! to! conceive! of! law! in! this!
situation! as! both! a! distinct! discourse! and! as! one! among$ other! societal! rationalities.! Clearly!
both! the! theoretical! work! around! global! constitutionalism! and! the! lex! mercatoria! suggest!
that! the! boundaries! of! law! have! become! porous:! much! of! what! (comparative! and)! global!
constitutionalists! are! concerned! with,! touches! on! the! boundaries! of! law! and! nonOlaw,! law!
and! politics,! law! and! morality.! The! challenge! for! global! constitutionalists! is! to! imagine!
constitutionalism! in! very! diverse! settings,! marked! by! different! evolutionary! stages! of!
statehood,! formal! and! informal! order.101! Meanwhile,! lex! mercatoria! scholars! are! asked! to!
conceptualize! a! legal! methodology! which! captures! the! intricate! intersections! and! overlaps!
between!public!and!private!ruleOsetting!processes!and!adjudication!institutions.!Finally,!the!
101

!See!eg!Ulrich!Sieber,!‘Legal!Order!in!a!Global!World.!The!Development!of!a!Fragmented!System!of!National,!
International,!and!Private!Norms’,!(2010)!14!Max$Planck$Yearbook$of$United$Nations$Law,!1O49!
(http://www.mpg.de/50696/hm01_LegalGlobalObasetext.pdf)!
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dilemmas!that!arise!in!international!economic!law!cut!straight!across!these!constellations!as!
they! illustrate! the! manifold! challenges! of! crafting! legal! responses! to! border! crossing,! selfO
regulatory!activities,!which!are!–!as!in!the!exemplary!cases!of!investment!law!and!mining!–!at!
the! same! time! heavily! marked! by! a! conflict! between! private! rights! and! public! policy,!
between!what!David!Schneiderman!!referred!to!as!instantiations!of!a!tension!between!‘new!
constitutionalism’!and!governmental!regulatory!prerogatives.102!
!
A!striking!impression!from!a!parallel!observation!of!global!constitutionalism,!the!lex!
mercatoria! and! international! economic! law! is! how! these! sites! of! legalOpolitical! conflict!
illustrate!together!a!number!of!challenges!to!law,!which!have!long!marked!legal!regulation!
in! the! Western! evolution! of! rule! of! law! to! social! state! on! to! the! ambivalent! constellation,!
which! has! emerged! from! the! decline! of! the! welfare! state.! As! noted! earlier,! the! tension!
between! formal! and! informal! orders,! between! the! state’s! assumption! of! formulating!
overarching! policies! and! the! resulting! tensions! from! conflicts! with! competing! societal!
rationalities! such! as! economics,! religion! or! science! are! not! distinct! for! the! current!
constellation!of!world!society.!They!have,!instead!marked!the!evolution!of!Western!nation!
states! for! a! long! time.! But! world! society! today! exposes! the! fragility! of! the! overall!
frameworks,!which!find!expression!in!references!to!constitutionalism!and!market!regulation.!
These! frameworks,! recently! still! associated! with! the! evolution! of! a! particular,! often!
nationally!institutionalized!constitutional!order!on!the!one!hand!and!relatively!recognizable!
frontiers! between! competing! conceptions! of! ‘state’! and! ‘market’103,! are! today! no! longer!
available!except!with!references!to!particular,!historically!and!locally!conceived!evolutionary!
narratives.!In!contrast,!the!world!societal!setting!opens!up!a!vista!on!endless!confrontations!
and! conflicts! between! different! interest! formations,! rationalities! and! ‘stakes’,! and! it! is!
against!this!background!that!the!three!legal!discourses!we!identified!illustrate!the!trials!of!
law’s!attempts!to!adapt!to!these!changing!conditions.!!
102

!David!Schneiderman,!‘Investment!Rules!and!the!New!Constitutionalism’,!(2000)!25:3!Law$&$Social$Inquiry,!
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!Compare!Karl!Polanyi’s!The$Great$Transformation!(1944)!with!Friedrich!Hayek’s!The$Road$to$Serfdom!(1944)!
and!his!The$Constitution$of$Liberty!(1960).!!
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In! other! words,! these! three! constellations! prompt! a! reconsideration! of! legal!
methodology!in!light!of!the!profound!loosening!of!the!stateOlaw!nexus!in!a!global!context.!I!
want!to!suggest!that!we!turn!to!a!theoretical!proposal!made!in!the!1950s!by!Philip!Jessup,!
who! suggested! the! term! ‘transnational! law’! to! identify! a! legal! response! to! those! border!
crossing! activities! which! were! not! adequately! captured! by! either! conflict! of! laws! (private!
international! law)! or! public! international! law.104! Arguably,! already! for! Jessup! transnational!
law!could!be!conceived!of!as!a!label!for!a!legal!‘field‘,!as!much!as!a!conceptual!framework!
within!which!to!investigate!!the!arguments!used!to!demarcate!‘national’!and!‘transnational’!
spheres!of!legal!regulation.!Today,!with!the!context!of!such!investigations!having!changed!
considerably,!the!juxtaposition!of!territorially!confined!and!global!spaces!is!just!one!among!
others,! through! which! we! try! to! make! sense! of! the! complex! world! societal! relations! with!
regard!to!which!we!reOascertain!the!nature!and!the!role!of!law.!
!
As! a! result,! a! concept! of! transnational! law! must! embrace! this! constellation! in! the!
hope! of! offering! a! methodology! in! response! to! it.! In! this! process,! transnational! law! might!
become! but! a! shortOhand! for! a! methodological! inquiry! into! the! nature! of! law! in! a! global!
context.105!Namely,!from!a!methodological!perspective,!the!tensions!between!national!and!
global,! between! public! and! private,! and! between! law! and! nonOlaw! can! be! understood! as!
constitutive! elements! of! an! emerging! understanding! of! the! law! of! world! society.! These!
tensions! are! constitutive! and! inherent! to! world! society! law,! because! they! illustrate! the!
unavoidable! ambivalence! –! politically,! culturally,! morally! –! of! competing! and! colliding!
ordering!paradigms,!alongside!of!which!law!seeks!to!express!and!assert!itself.!And!it!is!from!
104

!Philip!C.!Jessup,!Transnational$Law$(1956);!see!also!Christian!Tietje/Karsten!Nowrot,!Laying$Conceptual$Ghosts$
of$the$Past$to$rest:$The$Rise$of$Philip$C.$Jessup's$'Transnational$Law'$in$the$Regulatory$Governance$of$the$
International$Economic$System,!Essays!in!Transnational!Law!50/2006.!
105

!For!background,!see!Peer!Zumbansen,!Transnational!Law,!Evolving,!in!Jan!Smits!(ed.),!Elgar$Encyclopedia$of$
Comparative$Law!(2nd!ed,!2012),!898O925!(http://ssrn.com/abstract=1975403);!Peer!Zumbansen,!'Transnational!
Legal!Pluralism',!(2010)!1!Transnational$Legal$Theory!141O189!(http://ssrn.com/abstract=1542907).!
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a!methodological!perspective,!that!individual!areas!of!law!can!be!understood!as!a!showcase!
of! the! struggle! for! law106! in! the! context! of! a! radically! changed! institutional! and! regulatory!
landscape.107!!
!
Transnational!law,!understood!as!a!legal!theoretical,!legal!methodological!approach,!
prompts! us! to! study! the! emergence! of! hybrid,! unruly! and! messy! regulatory! regimes! as!
instantiations!of!an!evolving!legal!rationality!in!the!context!of!world!society.!In!other!words,!
transnational!law!scrutinizes!the!nature!of!the!distinction!between!law!and!nonOlaw,!which!it!
understands!as!an!expression!of!its!own!need!to!define!its!relation!to!society.!In!this!vein,!
transnational!law!cannot!remain!confined!to!a!study!of!legal!theory!alone,!legal!doctrine!or!
legal! history.! Instead,! the! nature! and! role! of! law! in! world! society! must! be! ascertained!
through!a!multiO!and!interdisciplinary!investigation!into!the!forms!and!dynamics!of!societal!
regulation.!!
!
II.!The!Promise!of!Legal!Pluralism!
Such! an! investigation! must! draw! on! extensive! empirical! and! ethnographic! studies,! as! has!
long! been! standard! in! legal! anthropological! research.! Through! such! an! approach,! the!
formation! of! normOsetting! processes! becomes! visible! from! within! highly! specialized! and!
localized! contexts.! From! a! legal! anthropological! perspective,! the! attribution! of! such!
processes! and! institutions! to! either! a! ‘national‘! or! ‘global‘! level! is! of! less! significance! than!
the! illumination! of! the! concrete! context! out! of! which! norms! are! being! formed! and!
institutionalized.! Legal! pluralists,! by! drawing! on! anthropological! and! sociological! accounts!
to! more! adequately! capture! the! dynamics! of! norm! creation! and! regulatory! practice,!
scrutinize!the!distinction!between!a!legal!and!a!‘social’!norm!in!order!to!better!understand!
the! concrete! process! through! which! a! norms! comes! into! existence,! is! adhered! to! or!
rejected.! The! distinction! between! law! and! nonOlaw,! then,! doesn’t! serve! as! a! yardstick! to!
differentiate!between!a!‘valid’!or!‘invalid’!norm,!between!binding!or!nonObinding,!but!as!one!
106
107

!Rudolf!von!Jhering,!The!Struggle!for!Law![orig.!German!1874]!(J.Lalor!transl.,!1915)!

!Stone!Sweet,!above!note!95!
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!
which!can!explain!the!discursive!context!in!which!such!qualities!are!being!ascribed!to!either.!
As! such! a! view! radically! relativizes! an! otherwise! accepted! connection! between! valid! legal!
norms! and! a! particular! institutional! framework! to! generate! such! norms108,! which! are! of!
interest!mostly!from!a!historiographical!perspective109,!it!holds!great!promise!for!a!study!of!
normOgenerating! processes! in! the! global! context.! Rather! than! demarcating! between!
‘formal’!and!‘informal’,!legitimate!and!illegitimate!sources!of!law,!global/transnational!legal!
pluralist! approaches110! start! from! the! concrete! context! ‘on! the! ground‘.! Through! this! lens,!
the! discursive! constructions! of! the! meaning! of! formal/informal,! legitimate/illegitimate,!
public/private!become!discernible.!As!such!it!becomes!possible!to!explain!the!emergence!of!
particular! connotations! and! attributions! against! the! background! of! specific! historical,!
evolutionary!patterns,!but!such!an!inquiry!does!not!answer!the!question!how!to!distinguish!
between! law! and! nonOlaw! in! a! categorical! way.! Instead,! the! legal! pluralist! and! legal!
anthropological! approach! helps! understand! the! circumstances! and! influences! that!
contribute! to! the! characterization! of! a! norm! in! this! way! or! another.111! Transnational! ‘Law’!
can!thus!be!reconceived!as!transnational!legal!pluralism!in!that!it!methodologically!responds!
to!the!fragmented,!disembedded!evolutionary!dynamics!of!normOcreation!in!the!context!of!
world!society.!
!
III.!The!Elusive!Status!of!the!Political!in!World!Society!
But,! what! about! the! politics?! How! can! a! transnational! legal! pluralist! approach! adequately!
respond! to! the! conflicts! that! we! have! alluded! to! earlier! with! reference! to! global!
constitutionalism,! international! economic! law! and! which! are! inherent! to! the! lex!
108

!Adda!B.!Bozeman,!The$Future$of$Law$in$a$Multicultural$World!(1971)!

109

!See!already!Niklas!Luhmann,!'Verfassung!als!evolutionäre!Errungenschaft',!(1989)!9!Rechtshistorisches$
Journal!176O220.!
110

!See!the!proposals!by!Paul!Schiff!Berman,!Global$Legal$Pluralism!(2012),!Ralf!Michaels,!‘Global!Legal!Pluralism‘,!
(2009)!5!Annual$Review$of$Law$&$Social$Science,!http://ssrn.com/abstract=1430395;!Peer!Zumbansen,!
‘Transnational!Legal!Pluralism’,!(2010)!1:1!Transnational$Legal$Theory,!141O189.!
111

!See!Arthurs,!above!note!36.!
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mercatoria?112!An!answer!depends!on!the!degree!to!which!the!legal!anthropological/pluralist!
lens! allows! for! a! better! understanding! of! how! ‘interests‘! and! ‘stakes‘! find! expression.! In!
other! words,! the! ‘deliverable’! of! this! approach! is! not! to! be! seen! in! the! formulation! of! a!
however!programmatic!or!principled!political!(normative,!or!critical)!viewpoint.!Instead,!the!
task!is!to!lay!bare!the!processes!through!which!views!are!being!formulated,!through!which!
they! become! dominant! or! defeated,! institutionalized! or! squashed.! The! fast! proliferating!
anthropological!investigations!into!deeply!contested!conflict!zones!such!as!those!alluded!to!
earlier113! give! ample! testimony! of! the! significance! to! further! enrich! and! concretize! the!
description! of! the! site! of! conflict.! It! is! only! against! this! background! that! we! may! begin! to!
understand!the!particular,!evolving!nature!of!‘political’!struggles,!claims!and!processes!in!a!
transnational!context.!
!

!
Let! us! return! now,! one! last! time,! to! our! example! of! the! lex! mercatoria! and! to! the!

significant! political! ambiguities! underneath! the! surface! of! such! a! fast! evolving! regulatory!
regime.! The! already! depicted! hiatus! between! national! discourses! regarding! overburdened,!
“incompetent”! courts! and! the! transnational! aspiration! to! an! autonomous,! selfOregulatory!
order!is!an!interesting!tale!about!the!construction!of!meaning!and!the!power!of!polemics.!In!
light!of!the!proposal!to!‘shortOcircuit’!national!and!transnational!regulatory!discourses!in!the!
hope! of! thus! identifying! common! challenges! as! well! as! insights! (and,! blind! spots)114,! it!
appears!that!the!here!depicted!hiatus!results,!above!all,!from!an!unwarranted!demarcation!
of!the!two!spheres!when!it!comes!to!identify!their!respective!constitutive!qualities.!
Arguably,! the! lineOdrawing! between! national! and! global! assertions! of! the! roles! of!
courts! in! economic! governance! and! market! regulation! results! in! a! deOpoliticization! of! the!
respective! governance! constellations.! The! turn! away! from! the! national! as! ‘traditional’! and!
the!turn!towards!the!‘transnational’115!in!fact!cuts!the!ties!between!a!space!associated!with!

112

!See!Cutler,!above!note!24.!

113

!See!text!around!notes!90!ff.!

114
115

!See!text!around!notes!95!ff.!

!See!Berger,!above!note!10.!
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!
(endless116)! politics! and! one! strangely! untouched! by! such! quarrels.! Echoing! Stone! Sweet’s!
keen! observation! of! lex! mercatoria’s! aspirations! for! an! aOnational! regulatory! regime117,! we!
can! here! find! an! intriguing! illustration! of! how! ‘denationalization‘118! functions! in! fact! as! an!
immunization!of!a!sphere!of!societal!interaction!from!political!critique.!Taking!arguments!of!
expediency! and! economic! efficiency! at! face! value! to! prioritize! private! arbitration! tribunals!
over! national! courts,! an! entire! body! of! experience! with! evolving! judicial! systems,!
adjudication,!conflicts!over!rights!is!declared!as!irrelevant.!
!
Meanwhile,! continuing! national! debates! about! the! reform! of! the! judicial! system!
illustrate! the! ‘stakes’! and! vulnerabilities! in! this! context.! These! dimensions! of! the! judicial!
system!no!longer!come!into!view!in!the!context!of!the!lex!mercatoria,!as!the!entire!system!is!
understood! to! be! available! and! of! service! only! to! those! who! engage! in! transnational!
economic!activity!and!who!have!chosen!to!have!a!possible!legal!conflict!with!their!business!
partner(s)! resolved! through! an! arbitration! process.! Such! a! narrow! characterization! of! the!
transnational! arbitration! system,! however,! understates! the! significance! of! the! arbitral!
system!in!a!larger!context!of!private!transnational!economic!governance,!which!is!brought!
about!by!a!largeOscale!privatization!of!normOgeneration,!implementation!and!enforcement,!
which! in! turn! raises! pressing! questions! regarding! the! “public”! dimensions,! responsibilities!
and!protections!available!to!all!those!‘affected’.119!
116

!Carl!Schmitt,!‚State!Ethics!and!the!Pluralist!State‘!(orig.!published!in!German!as!'Staatsethik!und!
pluralistischer!Staat',!in!Schmitt,!Positionen$und$Begriffe$im$Kampf$mit$Weimar$M$Genf$M$Versailles$1923M1939!(1988!
[1940],!133O145),!in!A.!J.!Jacobson!and!B.!Schlink!(eds.),!Weimar.$A$Jurisprudence$of$Crisis,!(Berkeley!et!al!1930),!
300O312!
117

!Stone!Sweet,!above!note!99!

118
119

!Saskia!Sassen,!‘Globalization!or!denationalization?’,!(2003)!10!Review$of$International$Political$Economy,!1O22!

!Renner,!above!note!40;!on!the!criterium!of!‘affectedness’!as!a!crucial!element!in!an!emerging!transnational!
politicalOlegal!order,!see!also!Regina!Kreide,!‘The!Ambivalence!of!Juridification.!On!Legitimate!Governance!in!
the!International!Context’,!(2009)!2!Global!Justice:!Theory,!Practice,!Rhetoric,!18O34;!and!Roger!Cotterrell,!
‘What!is!Transnational!Law?’,!(2012)!37:2!Law!&!Social!Inquiry,!500O524![Reviewing!von!Daniels’!The!Concept$of$
Law$from$a$Transnational$Perspective!and!Calliess!&!Zumbansen’s!Rough$Consensus$and$Running$Code.$A$Theory$
of$Transnational$Private$Law]!
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Opening!up!such!a!comparative!perspective!on!national!and!global!sentiments!with!

regard!to!the!role!of!courts!in!economic!governance,!we!may!be!able!to!see!striking!parallels!
between!the!resistance!against!‘incompetent’!courts!on!the!national!level!and!the!claim!for!
an!autonomous!legal!order!in!the!transnational!sphere.!But,!with!these!parallel!insights,!also!
the!blind!spots!and!intentional!omissions!of!this!embrace!of!private!justice!become!visible–!
inside!and!outside!of!the!nation!state.!Questions!of!context,!externalities!and!stakeholders!
become!ones!which!are!of!concern!allegedly!only!from!a!policy!perspective,!which!is!seen!as!
somehow! external! to! both! the! conflict! at! hand! and! the! institutional! regime! designed! to!
handle!it.!
!
This!isolation!of!a!particular!conflict!between!two!competing!rights!position!from!the!
larger! socioOeconomic! and! legal! context,! in! which! any! assertion! of! rights! and! their! scope!
must!take!place,!is!a!wellOknown!move!in!legalOpolitical!argument.120!The!demands!for!a!more!
‘efficient’!judicial!system!to!handle!economic!conflicts!have!dramatic!consequences!for!the!
opportunities! of! verbalizing! and! thematizing! the! hereby! neglected! and! invisibilized!
externalities!and!affected!interests.!Whereas!debates!about!court!reform!in!the!context!of!
the! nation! state! would! not! be! possible! without! a! consideration! of! the! historically! evolved!
role! of! the! courts! as! well! as! of! the! encompassing! constitutional! framework,! the! claim! for!
private! justice! seeks! to! free! itself! from! any! such! context.! As! a! result,! the! underlying!
challenge!of!conceptualizing!a!judicial!system!which!satisfies!comprehensive!demands!for!an!
‘access!to!justice’121!is!seen!as!having!little!relevance!for!the!merchant!clientOoriented!system!
of!transnational!commercial!arbitration.!By!isolating!and!underscoring!the!advantages!of!a!
streamlined,! privatized! and! expedient! dispute! resolution! system,! such! calls! for! an!
autonomous! arbitration! order! result! in! a! more! encompassing! dismissal! of! a! historically!
grown! judicial! culture,! which! has! long! been! understood! as! an! essential! element! of! the!
evolution!of!the!rule!of!law.!An!important!dimension!of!this!experience!has!for!some!time!
120
121

!See!only!Holmes’!dissent!in!Lochner!v!New!York,!45!U.S.!198!(1905).!

!See,!in!particular,!the!project!by!Mauro!Cappelletti!und!Bryant!Garth:!Access!to!Justice:!The!Worldwide!
Movement!to!Make!Rights!Effective—a!General!Report.!Access!to!Justice:$A$World$Survey!(Milan:!Dott.!A.!
Guiffre!Editore,!1978)!
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!
found!expression!in!a!renewed!interest!in!questions!of!access,!acceptance!and!compliance!
among!those!that!a!judicial!system!is!designed!to!serve.!Such!concerns!are!formulated!in!the!
context! of! a! farOreaching! frustration! with! the! inadequate! functioning! of! ruleOofOlaw!
institutions122! but! also! in! new,! emerging! contexts! of! alternative! conflict! resolution! in!
precarious!postOconflict!constellations.123!
!
Precisely!these!two!examples!underscore!the!importance!of!taking!the!larger!context!
into!view!out!of!which!normOgenerating!and!adjudication!processes!are!forming!today!–!but!
out!of!which!such!processes!have!always!been!emerging.!Rather!than!testifying!to!attempts!
at! returning! to! ambitious! programs! of! courtOdriven! social! engineering,! the! emphasis! on!
context! is! motivated! by! the! need! for! a! much! richer! and! better! informed! account! of! a!
problem! to! be! turned! into! a! ‘case’! –! today! as! in! the! past.! This! context! defies! ‘political’,!
normative!‘answers’.!Instead,!it!prompts!an!incessant!inquiry!into!the!different!venues!and!
fora!through!which!stakes!are!being!identified!and!expressed.!In!that!regard,!the!focus!shifts!
away!from!the!normative!focus!on!the!content!of!a!particular!interest!or!stake!to!a!scrutiny!
of!the!challenges!in!giving!expression!to!all!viewpoints!and!factors!which!inform!and!shape!a!
particular!problem.!This!observation!allows!us!to!connect!the!legal!pluralist!work,!say,!as!it!
began!to!critically!engage!with!the!legal!system!in!the!Western!welfare!state!of!the!1970s124,!
with!the!rich!anthropological!and!legalOsociological!work!that!is!being!carried!out!today.!The!
‘politics’,!then,!are!in!the!process!of!making!visible!the!competing!interests!and!viewpoints.!
This!is!the!background,!against!which!we!must!henceforth!look!for!‘legal’!responses.!
In! other! words,! the! legal! pluralist! focus! on! context! complements! the! discursive!
analysis,!which!we!have!identified!as!being!crucial!to!lay!bare!the!otherwise!hidden!political!
122

!See!eg!Marc!Galanter,!‘Why!the!“Haves”!Come!Out!Ahead:!Speculations!on!the!Limits!of!Legal!Change’,!
(1974)!9:1!Law$&$Society$Review,!95O160.!
123

!See!the!contributions!in!Naomi!RohtOArriazza/Javier!Mariezcurrena!(eds),!Transitional$Justice$in$the$TwentyM
First$Century:$Beyond$Truth$Versus$Justice!(2006).!
124

!See!eg!Marc!Galanter,!'Justice!in!many!rooms:!Courts,!Private!Ordering!and!Indigenous!Law',!(1981)!19!
Journal$of$Legal$Pluralism!1O47.!
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assumptions!of!the!calls!for!an!‘autonomous’!transnational!legal!order.!A!central!concern!of!
such! scrutiny! must! be! to! question! readilyOfound! demarcations! between! ‘economic‘! and!
‘other‘! issues! or! interests,! as! they! inform! many! of! the! arguments! made! against! judicial!
‘incompetence’! and! ‘intervention’.125! There! are! several! fundamental! problems! with!
assertions!such!as!these.!A!demarcation!of!economic!and!nonOeconomic!issues,!the!latter!of!
which! Gillian! Hadfield! labels! ‘justice’,! risks! missing! the! complexity! of! just! about! any!
‘economic’!problem.126!This!would!be!true!now!as!it!was!a!long!time!ago.127!
!
To!the!degree!that!the!legal!depiction!of!a!particular!social!situation!or,!‘problem‘!is!
always!the!result!of!an!‘alienation’!and!complex!form!of!translation!of!the!social!facts!–!by!
way! of! identification! and! construction! of! a! specific! constellation! of! interests128! O! into! the!
rationality! of! the! law,! this! process! itself! must! be! accounted! for! in! legal! methodology.! We!
thus!need!to!take!seriously!the!fact!that!any!legal!appropriation!of!a!social!conflict!is!always!
already! impregnated! by! a! number! of! competing! societal! rationalities! (such! as! economics,!
politics,! religion),! which! enrich,! complement! but! also! disturb! the! ‘legal’! account.! The!
necessity!to!lay!bare!the!way!in!which!such!different!elements!find!their!way!into!the!legal!
depiction!of!a!problem!had!long!been!identified!by!a!sociological!and!pluralist!!legal!theory,!
when!asking!what!lies!‘behind!a!case’.!
The! coalescence! of! a! wideOspread! disillusionment! with! the! promises! of! ‘free!
markets’129,!the!significant!insights!from!the!‘law!&!development’!movement130!along!with!a!
125

!Gillian!Hadfield,!'The!Public!and!the!Private!in!the!Provision!of!Law!for!Global!Services',!in!Volkmar!Gessner!
(ed)!Contractual$Certainty$in$International$Trade.$Empirical$Studies$and$Theoretical$Debates$on$Institutional$
Support$for$Global$Economic$Exchanges$(2009);!for!a!critical!rebuttal,!see!GralfOPeter!Calliess/Peer!Zumbansen,!
Rough$Consensus$and$Running$Code:$A$Theory$of$Transnational$Private$Law$(2010),!ch.!2.!
126

!See!eg!Elinor!Ostrom,!‘Challenges!and!growth:!the!development!of!the!interdisciplinary!field!of!institutional!
analysis"!(2007)!3!Journal$of$Institutional$Economics,!239O264.!
127

!See!only!Morris!R.!Cohen,!'Property!and!Sovereignty',!(1927)!13!Cornell$Law$Quarterly!8O30,!and!Morris!R.!
Cohen,!'The!Basis!of!Contract',!(1932)!46!Harvard$Law$Review!553O592.!
128

!Gunther!Teubner,!'Ein!Fall!struktureller!Korruption?!Die!Familienbürgschaft!in!der!Kollision!unverträglicher!
Handlungslogiken!(BVerfGE!89,!214ff.)',!(2000)!83!Kritische$Vierteljahresschrift$für$Gesetzgebung$und$
Rechtswissenschaft!388O404;!Gunther!Teubner/Peer!Zumbansen,!'Rechtsverfremdungen:!Zum!
gesellschaftlichen!Mehrwert!des!zwölften!Kamels',!(2000)!21!Zeitschrift$für$Rechtssoziologie!189O215!
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!For!a!critique,!see!Joseph!Stiglitz,!Globalization$and$Its$Discontents$(2002).!
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!
powerful,! anthropologically! informed! human! rights! critique131! illustrates! the! promises! of! a!
legal!theory,!which!places!a!distinct!emphasis!on!a!close!study!of!the!particular!dynamics!of!
societal!!normOcreation!and!conflict!resolution.!The!lex!mercatoria!of!the!future!still!has!to!
take! that! methodological! step! rather! than! stay! confined! to! a! world! view! shaped! by!
distinctions! between! economic/nonOeconomic! or! national/global.! Only! by! reorienting! its!
analytical! focus! towards! the! diverse! contexts! of! legal! conflict! constellations! will! it! be!
possible! to! unearth! the! liens! between! a! ‘transnational! legal! theory’,! so! desired! by! the!
promoters! of! the! lex! mercatoria132,! and! the! actually! ongoing! efforts! in! search! of! a! ‘better’!
justice!system!–!nationally,!internationally,!locally,!globally.!
!
!
!
!
!!

!

!
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!David!Trubek,!'Toward!a!Social!Theory!of!Law:!An!Essay!on!the!Study!of!Law!and!Development',!(1972)!82!
Yale$Law$Journal!1O50;!David!Trubek/Marc!Galanter,!'Scholars!in!SelfOEstrangement:!Some!Reflections!on!the!
Crisis!in!Law!and!Development!Studies!in!the!United!States',!(1974)!Wisconsin$Law$Review!1062O1101!
131
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